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Schhhiii...
With holy wrath I vomit snakes and lizards,
the dictatorship of the military – repeated violence,
and the intolerant stupidity of humanity.
I blow them out in continuous jets, mouth wide open,
like the lion of the Roman fountains.
My image is reflected at my feet in the puddle that it is not water,
they are blood and fateful-purulent gastric juices.
Schhhiii...
Oh! What a nausea.

Rio de Janeiro, 1996

Anna Maria Maiolino, Schiii..., 1996
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presente is a quarterly digital publication created by Anna Maria Maio-
lino and Paulo Miyada. It is comprised of correspondences and other texts 
and productions made between two or more people, and its hearthstone 
is the field of visual arts in Brazil, though it sometimes ventures far 
away from home. Its content is written in Portuguese, accompanied by 
English versions in every edition. Its features are simple and direct, 
and its subject is the present.
 
In Portuguese, presente is the tense that references the right now. 
It is also what students say when taking attendance in class. It is, 
also, a noun that refers to the idea of gift, a fundamental principle 
of the human societies, which precedes and surpasses the notions of 
money, mercantile exchange, accumulation, labor exploration, and finan-
cial speculation.

presente, the publication, is a sheltering gesture that invites us to 
think together in the midst of the storm.
 
It can be distributed freely for nonprofit purposes. If you want to 
suggest new correspondences for future editions, please write to us.

contatorevistapresente@gmail.com
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Correspondence 1 Grupo MEXA  
and Paloma Durante

Grupo MEXA, Textão, 2021
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I wanted to write a beautiful letter, the most beautiful in the world, 
but I suspect that I will have to make due with what is possible for 
me at the moment. I’m like this: I always want everything in exaggera-
tion, in huge quantities, I think that having everything is everyone’s 
right: paradise is the least expected. Also because of this, I obsess 
over certain things from time to time and I can’t go any further until 
I sort them out. For example, I can’t give up writing this letter so I 
can talk about crossings. I read, or I think I read, some time ago, a 
text by Paul B. Preciado that traced a parallel between his experience of 
gender transition and the situation of an immigrant/refugee body: both 
split by a journey that will transform them into an other because of a 
displacement. This idea reverberated a lot in me, because I have been in 
this condition of immigrant and I suspect that I never recovered from it. 
Anyone who sees me walking down the street thinks that I am what I am, 
but they don’t know that inside me I’m torn in two languages (I think in 
two ways at the same time), and that makes me have two banks that invite 
me to cross from one side to the other all the time – because opting for 
a single side always seems insufficient to me. Talking about my father: 
my father never spoke Portuguese and he no longer speaks Spanish. My 
father speaks a language made up of the many places he’s been to and 
what I find most interesting is that he doesn’t support the narrative 
of a melancholy drift à la Ulysses (that nostalgic feeling in which the 
land that conceived him is his dream and delirium); my father is a kind 
of argonaut, what he really likes is to travel the world tirelessly – and 
the farther he goes, the more he leaves behind, including his communi-
cability made up, suddenly, only of accumulations. But it’s not about my 
father that I want to speak, but about this text by Preciado that I read 
and never found again. I even bought “An Apartment on Uranus” to see if 
it was there, among the articles, but it wasn’t. Something similar to 
what I remembered was pointed out in the introduction, but no, it wasn’t 
what I had read (and now, I’m even starting to think that I’ve invented 
a double of this text that only exists in my head and which makes me 
unable to recognize the source – another one of the things I’m obsessing 
over). One persoń s emotion differs from that felt by another who shares 
it. Let me say that, after many years, it was Preciado who helped me to 
better understand the story “A third bank of the river”, by Guimarães 
[Rosa]. For a long time, I thought that the third bank was about this 
suspension between life and death, but then I reformulated it, look: 

São Paulo, June 11th, 2021
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the third bank is this possibility of existing between and in crossing, 
without ever establishing property on one side or on the other – even 
if it means not really living nor really dying. Look how precious this 
is: to be neither the arrow of Ulysses, which moves from one place to 
the other eager to hit the target (even with all the setbacks), nor the 
centripetal force of Jason and his argonauts, which impels him to always 
move forward, and therefore stuck in a vicious cycle of always being 
other without processing what has stuck in his body. It is the father 
who appears in the short story about the third bank, in his simplicity 
as a boatman (or we can evoke, since I for some reason I have decided 
to crowd this text with a bunch of Greek-stupid-men, a becoming-Charon), 
who inaugurates this other possibility which is to exist in a spiral, 
in the coming and going, sometimes at one height of the bank, sometimes 
at another, further down depending on the river’s course, further up 
depending on how you paddle, inventing zigs-zags with the floods.

To know yourself never the same in times of hard identities is also 
to become a kind of boatman. Preciado says, in his chronicles of the 
crossing, that “the transition processes are those that allow us to 
better understand the social political transformation we are facing. Sex 
change and migration are two transitional practices that, questioning the 
political and legal architecture of patriarchal colonialism, of sexual 
difference and of the nation-state, place a living human body within the 
limits of citizenship, perhaps even of what we understand as humanity.” 
And he goes on to say that, “in addition to geographical, linguistic 
or bodily displacements, what characterizes the two journeys is the 
radical transformation not only of the traveler, but also of the human 
community that welcomes or rejects them”. This in-between place of the 
boat calls for the creation of a transit identity, giving up a “despotic” 
root in order to create aerial roots. It seems beautiful because it is, 
in a way, quite moving. But I also know that this praise of wandering 
and displacement requires an atrocious effort to face the separation, 
abandonment, and often the small (or large) death of who one is. Lygia 
Clark already announced this as an inherent condition of life, always 
in a larval state, in a fertile tension of a state of becoming, killing 
what one is so to be other the next day – an other with baggage. Which 
is the possibility of entering a certain inventive state of everyday 
life. Killing yourself to be born into creation, creating yourself. To 
live is to rip and patch oneself.
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I’ll tell this story in the hope that someone will understand me: two 
people with very different stories coexist inside me. One that only lived 
until a certain part of childhood, and another that had the opportunity 
to reach adulthood. They share my hands, my feet, my eyes, mouth, intes-
tines – they have enjoyed everything that I am and that is still here 
(everything has changed, but the tonsils and appendix remained). Una 
de ellas odia el portugués porque le hizo sentir muy sola por un largo 
período, and the other is moved by the grammatical analysis of that same 
Portuguese language, inherited (forcefully) from people who, among other 
things, bequeathed us a bureaucratic and binary way of being, and which 
places the singular word as the antonym of the plural (I never thought 
this made sense). This is my crossing, or one of them. In a cartography 
of affects, singular-plural geographies are mapped out in me.

In the end, this is also the common and wonderful story of anyone 
who crosses a bridge.

But there is something I confess I don’t know, which are these cross-
ings that take place within a body that is experiencing its maximum 
potential for transformation, creating this third bank precisely in a 
context that evokes genetics as a biopolitical tool for coercion and 
eradication of subjectivities; crossings that challenge and propose new 
vocabulary, eroticism and desires, feminine and masculine others, other 
identities – that flow.

Fluidity as a configuration brought on through experience – of 
performing what you are according to what you desire – is restricted 
either by an indigestible standardization of bodies, or by a bureau-
cracy that forces you to establish an identity so that other people can 
recognize you. I do not deny, of course, the ontological importance of 
being seen and the need for this bureaucracy to exist within a system. 
But how to continue cultivating the process of an identity of becom-
ing, integrating this crossing experience – capable of mobilizing and 
relating the dissonant and the diverse – in a constant disposition to, 
at the same time, remember(oneself) and renew(oneself), deviating from 
the paths that lead us to a normativity/categorization built by power? 
How to be a boatperson?

When reading about the collective, I came across the following 
description “MEXA is a collective, but we never know exactly who will be 
in it”. And then you explain the reasons for this fluidity. Afterwards, 
it is said that being an artist or not has to do with the configurations 
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of each encounter. That you flow between art and politics, and that the 
group’s creations do not fit into precise categories. That they inhabit 
places of speech and concept failures that seek to frame bodies and 
aesthetics. An album made up of forgotten audios from lost/stolen cell 
phones, messages exchanged with people who disappeared, notes found in 
the trash; the fanfic of a life that in itself is an invention; “Bodies 
sweating from the effort of meeting in a non-place”. A musical on the 
bus. Confused voices vibrating in unison. Someone who is reborn.

Someone who leaves; processes of transfiguration and invention of 
new territories, invention of a new body. This is something we learn 
when dancing: when we move, everything moves with us. I think about 
this habit of pretending to be-something-else-other-than-me when we are 
children: isn’t it in this “pretending” to be the other that we, in the 
end, end up discovering ourselves?

I write this letter to hear stories of crossings; hear from people 
with good journeys, who are familiar with paths, who can tell me about 
Uranus. Someone who can tell me about unofficial maps and who has the 
chest of someone who knows how to paddle canoes. Boatpeople’s stories, 
wandering stories, stories of those who tripped over themselves on their 
way – of those who always suspected that being is a thrusting themselves 
out, just as I thrust this letter in the direction of those who can 
receive it, this letter that, despite not being the most beautiful in the 
world, is desiring with its whole body and devoted to rafts and bridges. 
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São Paulo, July 16th, 2021

Paloma,

I’ve always been afraid to find the file “MEXA letters” missing from 
my computer.

I have known for some time that the letters on paper, which I asked 
to be kept because I liked (and still like) handwritten texts, are no 
longer with me.

But the computer file, the version I typed in, that one I’d rather not 
look for. I want to continue believing that it still exists.

This is not the first time I have needed this file. Whenever I want 
to find these letters, I try to remember snippets; I put together some 
of the lost piecest in the middle of our texts, invent other parts and 
write new letters, as if they were reproductions of the old ones.

Now you send us a letter. And ask us to answer you.

Maybe this is the moment to come clean to the group that I have lost 
our correspondence. That what we wrote in 2016 as part of our first 
piece, 69 Rooms H&V, all our desires, plans for the future, our present 
in that past, that it no longer exists in writing.

Images, excerpts, clippings, traces are what remained.

You send us a letter and ask us to answer you with our stories, and it 
makes me think that that file would be the perfect answer, at the same 
time in which it also wouldn’t make any sense, all these years later.

Because we are no longer the same and we no longer write the same words.

Still, here we are.

The excerpt I place below is a stage direction of this first piece, 
indicating the moment for reading the letters we distributed across the 
bunks that made up the scenery. The public would go up to the top floor 
of the Casa do Povo, sit on the beds with us, and each of us would read, 
aloud or whispering in their ears, excerpts from them.

Funny. I just remembered that I read a letter to you, Paloma. Or am 
I making you up in someone else? The stage direction was:
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Several letters scattered on the floor, some closed, others open, 
several with nothing inside. It doesn’t always fit in writing, that 
which we couldn’t say. Writing at a distance is running the risk of 
not being listened to, but that’s not a problem, we write anyway. Each 
letter is a cry for help. A manifesto. A longing. They don’t all have 
to be open for our story to make sense. Now it’s started. Walk over 
and open some of the letters.

This letter we are sending you is, then, a reconstruction of those texts 
that have disappeared. About the future. The past is impregnated in each 
of these words. Still, we want to tell you about the future.
Imagine you’re in that scenario, which must have been the first time 
you ever saw us.

Imagine that you are sitting on a bunk, that there are a lot of people 
near you and, around you, various papers scattered. You open the enve-
lopes and, gradually, discover our stories.

-

sometimes writing is so hard
and I wanted to answer you by audio
I wanted to send you a picture of us together, it’s missing some people,
nobody looks very good
but there is a cake on the table
I don’t remember what we were celebrating
so this is the memory I wanted to send
the one of us celebrating something together
no matter what.

The point is, we had us. And there was cake.

-

Is telling a story reporting to memory?
Is memory built collectively?
Do we remember everything we have lived? Do we edit the memory?
It is possible to use the sum of memories to construct what happens to the 
spirit as a result of experiences already lived; remembrance, reminiscence.
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Stage direction: psychology.
General function that consists of reliving or re-establishing past expe-
riences, with greater or lesser awareness that the experience of the 
present moment is an act of revival.
Luiza’s memory fills the empty spaces that are missing the words I 
couldn’t enunciate about my own experience.
Is what I know about myself what I remember about myself?
I’m going to tell you a story about when I crossed a huge dance floor 
with Dudu on top of a stretcher.
No comma I’m going to tell you about the break ups that were staged in MEXA.
At MEXA there are always love stories.
I, for example, want to dance an Argentine tango with Ivana. A choreog-
raphy of desire that would leave people quite confused.
I fantasize that at each suspension of rhythm, of the rhythm of the 
tango step, a scare would erupt.
Wow, look at the way I’m talking.
Back to the story,

[I will first read the letter sent by paloma]

In the tango with Ivana we can dance Rita Lee’s caso sério, in a bpm 
edit that is muuuuch slower.

Anita told me she would like to leave Prates street.
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Last year, the people of the group had the idea of   creating a MEXA 
House, a place where Anita could live with a partner-caregiver-friend, 
that could also be a meeting place for the group and of residences, both 
vital and artistic . A place where we could take turns learning to take 
care of each other and foster projects.

If anyone reading us knows how we could finance and plan such a proj-
ect, swipe up.

I’ve been thinking for a while now that Anita can really leave the 
cracolândia neighbourhood. Try other (short) circuits.

Florescer has a unit in Butantã, so who knows, maybe the story I have 
to tell is this one, would be this one, will be this one.

Roberto now has a cell phone and is sending sensual selfies to the 
group chain.

There was a kind of subtle courtship duel over me.
“Your prisoner is the one who came into my room to bring me a cigarette”.
Anita has this stubborn dream (which we all have, I think) of re-en-

acting scenes from 69 Rooms H&V.
Is remaking the scene reinhabiting the memory in person?
Is it possible to rebuild a memory?
Is memory fiction?

Project: reimplantation of collective memories, show me yours and I’ll 
show you mine, alokaaaa.

Let the music play, we are cosmic women.

A story I would love to tell is the group’s visit to the Ilé Axé Aynla 
Opó candomblé terreiro. But this narrative is still being written by 
us at Orun.

Is forgetting part of memory too?

now it’s my turn and i’ll tell you a story about forgetting once upon 
a time there was a boy i wanted a lot and i even thought i wanted to 
love him and one day we were at rehearsal at Casa do Povo and we were 
talking about love i think it was about unrequited love more specifi-
cally and I decided to talk about this boy on stage and I talked about 
him aloud in improv for the rehearsal we were doing, and really when 
are we improvising and when aren’t we am I right and I said new things 
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there out loud to myself until and after about I don’t know half an hour 
I went down stairs and there were many stairs because we were rehears-
ing on the terrace and here I come across the boy on the ground floor 
I never imagined he could be there he had never mentioned anything to 
me about Casa do Povo he was there for a shoot that actually didn’t 
have anything to do with Casa do Povo it had been rented for an Avon 
commercial I completely forgot what it was like to want a boy doesn’t 
catch on fire even on a full moon.

Memories in general are never without punctuation, have you noticed? 
There is always a pause. A rhythm. A comma. A hesitation. A momentary 
suspension. I think memory breaks down through language into shorter 
sentences too.

In neural networks, axioms dance tango.
My mother had a memory and language related illness and I think a 

lot of my stories end up having something to do with that.
Would we be the same person if we didn’t remember our past?

I end this story here, hoping that these words and memories escape 
this text, fly across the room and then through the window and leave 
me alone.

-

I, Barbara, had just moved to Zack narchi and really wanted to work with 
art and performance. That’s what I came to São Paulo to do, besides being 
a model of course, I started having consultations with the psychologist 
there, Juliana, and I asked her for a referral. She told me about MEXA 
and said she knew someone who was from the collective, that someone 
was Yasmin, so I received an invitation to come to the first meeting. I 
went on foot, when I was arriving at the door of Casa do Povo a boy on a 
bicycle arrived with me, it was João, he asked me if I was going to the 
MEXA meeting and I said yes! We went up the stairs, entered the room on 
the 2nd floor at Casa do Povo and since then I have felt at home, when 
I saw everyone and the way I was welcomed! It was so cool that MEXA was 
about to perform at the galeria vermelho, so there was a performance 
energy which I found amazing, I arrived at a good time, already making 
an impact! It was my first performance with the collective, and on stage 
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I understood and felt MEXA, I felt so at ease and free that I started 
talking and showing my body in the performances, the body of the black 
trans woman, but all this because I felt safe!

-

Along with our file of handwritten letters, there were a few other objects:
• an ID with a child’s photo;
• an ID with a given name that no one knows;
• a torn ID;
• a diary;
• a strand of hair;
• letters with open envelopes;
• a mirror;
• texts from a play that has not yet been presented;
• scenes from a movie that didn’t happen.
There was also a highlighted e-mail of which only the following sentences 
were left:

spending a few days having fun somewhere doesn’t seem to be a problem.

This process is already a huge challenge for me and I need some 
continuity to achieve it. You can’t always change and run away...

it also had to do with a desire of being together without having a 
set time to sleep or wake up

well that’s hard to say because i’m me and you’re you

the desire to invite you was not planned, it just happened. so I wrote 
you without much thought

I think the discomfort came through the doubts that no filled me with

since you mentioned intentions, what are your intentions with me?

I found it more honest to talk about intentions than plans – it 
reflects ambiguity better
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will, to me, is a very volatile and fragile thing

I can’t be with you and not kiss you

for me the experience here in Brazil is an experience of breaking, 
opening

it gave me a certain stability within a lot of uncertainty

Wow, there’s a lot here. I better start by apologizing to you

maybe this barrier has to go back and forth, I don’t know

and if we had sex it’s because again, I didn’t put a barrier on some-
thing I was exploding with desire and pleasure.

I wanted to hear you before fantasizing stories that don’t exist

I know I said it again but it was a reflex response

so I avoided it, even though I really wanted it.

I don’t know how much drama a relationship can take and when it 
destroys the pleasure

it makes me think that drama is more present in a relationship that 
is unstable and without continuity 

You talk more than you think, with your gestures

I like you very much.

-

I’m going to tell Ivy’s story. Ivy is an artist, a singer, she has a 
trajectory of overcoming difficulties, but let’s forget about that. 
Everything is overcome, Ivy doesn’t like to and doesn’t want to mull 
over the past, now today is tomorrow and tomorrow is today. Her life 
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has been one of many achievements lately, at age 55, and she feels very 
happy. She has been doing amazing artwork, working with a top team, her 
director João, and other art professionals as a whole, Juliana, Bio, 
they are amazing. She will soon be in the media, you can wait, and rest 
assured everyone who sees and hears her will be delighted. She knows 
she’s good at what she does, João has future plans for an Ivy show in 
person. He knows her talent and she is very happy about it. Ivy loves 
the stage, she “levitates” when she’s on it. And if there’s no stage, it 
doesn’t matter, she creates one in her imagination and everything looks 
amazing, as if it were materialized. Ivy is doing great, thank you very 
much! She works at an NGO, lives alone and lives to thank God for so 
many wonderful things that have happened in her LIFE. Ivy is Ivana, who 
is Aivan, who hates labels. This is me. A kiss!

-

I, Laysa, knew all of Ivana’s stories, but I’d never met her in person. 
it’s curious to know someone that way, from the memories of others. 
January 2020, after two years missing, she makes her triumphant return. 
singing Zé ramalho at the top of her lungs. that’s an image I don’t 
want to forget.

-

I want to tell you the story of a towel.
It’s because of it that I’m here.
A simple towel saved my life twice.
In 2001, in the army, I defended myself with it in the shower from 3 
invaders with a knife.
In 2009, it got caught in a porch nail when I slipped and nearly fell 
90 meters.

-

I am Dudu. I met Anita and Alê in 2015 and Dani in 2014. I live in 
Germany. I have blue eyes.

It’s weird to answer a letter without knowing who it’s going to. I 
imagine you lying with someone who reads these letters to you.
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If you came to a Mexa meeting we would definitely be talking about 
ourselves. And if you didn’t say anything for a few minutes, we’d try to 
guess where you’re coming from. If you arrived wanting to hear stories, we 
would tell you and one of us would always be looking at you. I remember 
when I brought a guy I think was called Marcelo, I met him in front of 
a Banco do Brasil on Rua da Consolação, I immediately invited him to the 
meeting and we walked together to Oswald Andrade where Mexa was doing a 
residency without anyone in the space knowing. That day the meeting was 
to go to the East Side to hear Dourado in an MC battle. We watched this 
Marcelo guy, we tested him, and he ended up pushing Anita’s chair in and 
out of a couple of subway stations. Anita became intimate with him and 
he was already responding to the requests and movements of all of us. 
Pushing Anita’s chair is our biggest responsibility that we’ve all done 
but no one wants to do. If you came to a meeting with us we would tell 
many stories, we are trying to tell our stories in various ways all the 
time. We laugh about death and sometimes hide to avoid being murdered. 
Does that make sense? Mexa has a very strong intellectual power, we can 
think, I always think with them as a reference. We already challenged 
the idea of   a collective because we never knew how many we were or how 
many we could be. There could always be one more and they didn’t need 
to be in the collective from the start, or go to the end of our routes. 
We sometimes try hard to forget to be able to continue. Does that make 
sense? Together we can remember everything in detail and together we 
make others remember and this became our practice.

-

I just found a compilation of letters in an archive, of the letters that 
are missing, I mean. Before continuing, I would like you to read what 
we said in 2016.

The letters are always the same, a text from someone to someone else, 
with subject and predicate noun verb adjective period exclamation 
point with the word Saudade with the word Love with I’m sorry How 
are you with a question mark A kiss with a signature at the end It’s 
been so long Are you OK? How is it on the inside Out here things are 
still very similar The boys grew up Outside almost nothing changes 
The boys have been asking for you, I said you’ll be back soon I found 
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someone else, I’m sorry, it’s been many years I had another child I 
watch the soap every night I’m not working anymore Your mother died 
Your father died Your brother died I’m about to die Dream of me Do 
you dream of me? I never forget I always remember that trip of ours 
I don’t even know if you’re still alive I don’t even know if I’ll read 
these words or if they’ll end up being forgotten like your face I’d 
like to see a picture of how you look now I’d like to fuck you I miss 
your voice on the phone I miss you Love You don’t know how hard it 
is In here it’s even harder I don’t even know what to write I wish 
you’d run away I want to squeeze you until your skin stays as red as 
it always is Can you hear me?

And now we are back in 2021.

-

Hello my name is Alessandro Lins, I am 37 years old, I come from the 
state of Bahia. My story with mexa started in 2015, when I met Dudu Quin-
tanilha, who is the creator of the group. The group that inspired me to 
tell my life story through music, texts, dance and poetry. I learned to 
vent in an artistic way, facing the prejudice, racism and indifference 
that I face in my daily life. When I met the group, I was in a situa-
tion of social vulnerability, I was living in a shelter at Prates street 
because of chemical dependency, it was a very bad moment in my life.
Today I walk with my head held high, but it was never easy. Mexa collec-
tive has arrived to change not only my life but that of everyone who is 
a part of it, axé words of good practice.

In the group mexa I rediscovered life and love, mainly for myself, 
something that was almost dead. The good thing about life is knowing 
how to express yourself in a moderate way.

When I was sleeping in the street, I found a strength inside me that I 
didn’t know I had, that’s the good thing about me, the silent observation.

Thanks for your letter, Paloma.
Axé.

-

Now I found the letter that Dani mentioned in her text, right at the 
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beginning, talking about a time when during a rehearsal she talked 
about a boy while we improvised something about love, with whom she 
might have been in love with at the time, and after the improvisation, 
when she came down the stairs.

After that day, Dani wrote a letter about this improvisation, about 
this boy, and this text was with our other letters, on the bed, but the 
boy didn’t go to see our play.

Here’s the letter:

____, how are you? we don’t talk anymore and I think it’s ugly that 
things got like this, lost, unanswered. I think we had an approach 
that was very intense and important to me, and feelings like that 
deserve more care and courage. I want to tell you, because I don’t 
think you ever knew, that I was very much in love with you. it hurt 
that we went from super communication to total communicative impos-
sibility. I wish I had seen you at least one more time. I just wanted 
you to know a little bit of what I felt so I can be more at peace, 
I don’t know. you don’t need to answer me any more. that’s it. hugs.

Our letters are almost always improvisations that we write later. If it 
disappears, we rewrite it. If it’s forgotten, we make it up.

I would like to finish our collective letter in the first person, with 
Luiza Brunah’s letter for the future.

-

I want to read this article when I’m in my 80s (today 48).
In case I’m no longer here, I’d like Mexa to read this text aloud, in 

honor of everything we’ve lived through.

This would be my final scene.
My scene within the performance that I myself was not in.
It was beautiful, our cultural adventures, our manifestos and even 

that inconsolable crying when we were prevented from performing at the 
beginning of the pandemic in 2020.

Do you remember?
There is so much to remember, always more than to forget.
Today will be 2060. On this day, looking back, I’m proud of the history 
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we’ve made, I’m even moved by the disagreements we had on the projects.
If that’s being nostalgic, I commemorate in my memories.
I’m going to finish this story/future, celebrating every sparkle in 

the eyes of all of us!

-

Maybe you, Paloma, will not be watching us, 32 years from now, when we 
perform in honor of Luiza. Perhaps, because you now know what her scene 
will be like, you can keep this paper until then to read it aloud with us.

Our letters are, above all, a way of not disappearing.

Even if they disappear, we would like to stay.
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Compress-letter Davi de Jesus  
do Nascimento
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blessings mother,
[I write to you while drinking water]

here in the backyard, fostering fruit trees and bicho de pé, I still 
keep the crisp brush in the bowl since the last time you cut my hair. 
the corner of the house doesn’t occupy a puddle of rain and its been 
cursed around that the lock of water has grown bittersweet as if it were 
a sauce of cashew meat or mango thread, vacuuming a scowling tooth or 
swarming with wine like someone who regresses from a plentiful fishing 
trip. surubim cats with born freckles and a small spine.

I’ve been sun basking in northominas for a little over a month, learn-
ing to swim backwards in the arids. inmoment my father and I are going 
to build a sailboat together. we chose to sail the stretch of river you 
drowned in to finally break the lamp fast.

we children of the port have since had to take care of our kidneys 
and the choking of the weight of the pulp in the strain. my gums are 
not healthy. neither is my belly button. I mean, I’ve been scavenging 
the ground of good jesus neighborhood for some rugs made of sorrel and 
frog. it is strange to write you a letter mother when I talk to you, 
see you, visit you in my dreams, draw you and pray for you every single 
day. here – where everything returns to being warm from the lamp to the 
floor and the rinsing the river – I catch a glimpse of elianes with 
bobs and a bike going up to abaeté street under the cracking midday.

I imagine you are already at sea. grandma joana told me that you died 
without knowing him. I believe that every house in the ravine feeds a 
goldfish glued to the wing of the back of the roof made from the thigh 
or quilt when it is cold one in never here in the gerais of the burning 
calender with twisted fires.

thankfulmany for stirring with a wooden spoon my dreams tempered 
inside the moon of venetah. when I bruise the schistosomiasis in the 
pounder, I mix garden snails with pebble snails. water height amputates 
body, branch, stone. it depends on the rain, drought or the three maries. 
like the shallow, depth and reflection living together in the quick sun 
that rises with the chickens.

arms to row, legs to catch the fall. of the juá, aries, aries, lobo guará.

from your youngest carranca
te amarimbondo

pirapora, umbu 15th, 2021
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Correspondence 3 Eleonora Fabião  
and Izabela Pucu

Eleonora Fabião, there is smell of burning in the air – a sci-fi with no-fi, 2020
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Eleo, my dear...

If I could give you flowers today they would be roses: red, yellow, white 
and pink, one of each color!... today is Day of Iemanjá, Eleo (out there in 
the States it probably makes little sense)... here everything is different, 
many people giving thanks and making requests together, on the same day, 
at the same time. And all the enchantment – those things that don’t show 
themselves at will. There are people who offer Palm Flower, but I offer 
white roses for Iemanjá... and have been, for a long time and always at the 
same place... these are rituals that we invent because we need to do so, by 
intuition – that powerful force of intuition, reason and sensibility united 
without hierarchies. Today I went to the sea very early, for fear of it 
being too crowded, so early that there was no one selling flowers on the 
street in Niterói, where I went to the beaches I like. The pandemic is 
interfering even in this, even this it is bruising... so I went and picked 
the flowers that were hanging on the walls of the fancy houses of Itacoa-
tiara (as I’ve done before) and made a beautiful, even fragrant, bouquet, I 
was happy – Bougainvillea, Jasmine, Golden Trumpet and a small yellow one 
that I don’t know the name, one with a seed that looks like a little 
balloon... it was because of the seed that I recognized it... there were 
trees like this when I was a child in Araruama... on the way to a square 
where we played it was full of these very short and twisted trees that had 
yellow flowers with almost transparent petals, like a glass with a very 
burgundy centre, you know? I also picked some branches of Aroeira there, 
pink peppercorn, they grow wildly on the sandbank... I’m terrible haha, I 
can’t resist a leaf! I was thinking, this thing about leaving your plants 
with me for me to take care of when you go on a trip is really a gift, Eleo. 
It keeps me incredibly connected to you, even more so than when you’re here 
in Rio, busy like you always are, and me too, and they’re all at your house. 
It’s a sap connection, something that is established in the very act of 
caring, of getting involved with your growth and sharing this creation with 
you... it reminds me a little of living with friends’ artworks at home, but 
those arrive already created, ready, and here they stay, signifying, remind-
ing me... there’s your brick, magnetized by the Movimento HO [HO Movement], 
on the shelf, placed against the spine of the yellow Ações [Actions] book, 
yellow like the flower of the twisted tree in Araruama... there’s you and 
a lot of dear people from the museum’s curatorship here at home – it’s more 
like an independent art space hahaha. Recently, André Vargas’ Santa Bárbara 

Rio de Janeiro, February 2nd, 2021
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swords arrived. It’s a beautiful painting with, right at the bottom, the 
following written on the edge: Receive what you gave. I put it on the front 
door – like one does with powerful plants. Your spear plant is here 
protecting me, all swords. The arrival of André’s work was funny. I gave 
him Santa Barbara’s sword, as the plant itself, and he gave it to me as the 
painting <3, isn’t that beautiful? I sent the plant through Thaissa, the 
motogirl, and he sent the painting through Thaissa as well... I imagined 
the sword traveling by motorcycle through the city... it arrived just fine! 
We have also been exchanging advisories, these are meetings with artists 
that I’m calling “curatorship of practices”... it’s a way of rehabilitating 
a curatorial practice that is not only at the service of exhibitions, insti-
tutions, the interests of the curator, but that serves to discuss general 
and specific issues of the work process, right there during the time of 
creation, practice... a daily curatorship that, for now, is being held 
virtually... the virtual is making everything possible right now, I enjoyed 
seeing you the other day moving through the computer... it reinforced the 
perception that being with your plants makes me think of you almost every 
day, reinforced your presence even from a distance, crazy, right? Then I 
also thought about how I talked so much about myself in our last video 
conversation, about the adventures of recent times, and you almost didn’t 
talk at all... you have a way of paying attention, you know... a way that 
settles what is being told, that decants what has been experienced while 
telling. This thing about reception never being a passive position is you. 
Converso sobre qualquer assunto [I will have a conversation about any 
subject]. You listen, first of all. I almost didn’t ask about you, André and 
Valentina, only at the very end... Oh, my! So I still haven’t heard more 
about your adventures in Iceland, while in the living room at home. We have 
to make such an effort to exchange energy through the screen, don’t you 
think? When you already have a relationship with the person it’s better, you 
have a memory of what it’s like to be together, but when it’s someone you 
didn’t know it’s horrible. Tiresome. The other day I met a girl online and 
when I went to see her in person, I didn’t even recognize her... help! I 
want to hear about the performances between the walls, so I don’t spin out, 
because there are so many beautiful things inside that head of yours, in 
that body... The other day I received a photo from our dear Ana Kemper of 
that performance with the colored adhesive tapes on the wall and the vase 
with the spear plant (the one I sent you, remember?), we talked a little 
and then nothing more. She and I are rehearsing a more regular conversation 
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about our green studies, I mean, her studies – my knowledge about plants 
is based on heritage, empiricism and is only now gaining a slight study 
status... a way of study that is also done with my hands, as in my time as 
a clay artist. She, who is an artist-physician-phytotherapist-acumpunctur-
ist, is very knowledgeable, such a beauty. Tell me about your actions, how 
it’s been to mobilize your work without being on the street. And I also want 
to know about the walks you go on in the street, negotiated amidst fear, 
the cold, escapades with such care that in these times it sometimes borders 
on paranoia. You know, there was a week when all the truftroot here at home 
fell over, both of mine and yours. I cut the stalks at the root and put them 
in water. The sap is so strong that if it falls on my skin it’s like I’ve 
been burnt. Today they’re all perked up – that’s the lesson the plants teach 
us, isn’t it? Metamorphosis without mobility, rooted in place, a concen-
trated adaptation that, when it breaks out, is a new way of life that no 
one can handle... just like in that book you gave me by Herbert Mancuso. If 
an animals’ solution in the face of adversity is, in general, movement (if 
there is no food, exodus; if there is danger, escape, and so on...), at this 
time we cannot simply move to another context and reality. And even, at 
this moment we Brazilians are undesirable, we cannot enter most countries. 
There is no outside – there never was and now it’s clear, even if you can 
learn to live on the run, dissident, as your friend José Fernando Azevedo, 
the theater director, said about the ancestral and contemporary experience 
of being a black body in this world. Now that we cannot simply leave, nor 
walk to the street corner safely or carry out the big events that blanket, 
with an air of festivity, the precariousness of work relations and living 
conditions in this country, it will perhaps be up to us to give more precise 
answers that are not necessarily fast or spectacular – according to Mancuso, 
speed doesn’t matter to vegetables, but the quality of response does. Less 
performance and more performativity, a networked and decentralized daily 
action, all of this is at the base of the plant development model. An 
infinite capacity to transform and, at the same time, to establish the 
conditions to install this transformation – that is, plants are all about 
sustainability – and, as Slavoj Žižek said long ago, it is an idea that is 
totally incompatible with capitalism. A plant’s praxis and mode of produc-
tion really seems, as Mancuso proposes, a much more interesting paradigm 
to be revised, without hierarchies, in the light of ancestral indigenous, 
African and also scientific knowledge, during this moment of forced repo-
sitioning of humanity’s paths. The paradigm centered on the white human 
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being, male, has gone bad, this is evident... this light beacon called 
Ailton Krenak has been teaching us about this every day. What clarity! It’s 
been about 40 years since he’s been sharing his light with us and it’s only 
now that he’s beginning to be heard – “Nothing has changed in the butter-
fly’s performance!” he said the other day. The stuff is really aimed at us, 
Eleo.

Hail the plants and their way of life, their protection! <3
Hail the flowers that adorn and perfume this day, dedicated to the 

queen of the sea.
I love you, with a salty body, Iza.

***
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New York, February 4th, 2021

Dear Iza -

I received your message and placed everything with great care and affec-
tion on the altar – the words and the flowers. Thank you so much for send-
ing them! Thank you so much, always, for the conversations. And this time, 
happening here, in writing, and starting on February 2nd, a celebration at 
sea. And how we both love the sea! We are both so lucky to be able to see 
the sea from our windows. The endless move. I miss you, Iza.

When I went to lay down on February 2nd, already in bed, I opened 
Mancuso’s “The Revolutionary Genius of Plants” and reread the introduc-
tion. Oops – the doorbell is ringing, I’ll be right back.

It was John and Michael. John is Michael’s father, and Michael was 
born on the day Maria Lúcia, André’s mother, died. They are our sixth-
floor neighbors. Michael had a basketball under his arm – he’s a skinny 
9-year-old boy with giant eyes over his anti-covid mask. Him, in front 
of me, but already at the court outside. They came by to bring a pot of 
vegetarian chili that Katie made – she makes a chili that we love, and 
today she made a little extra to share with us. Every now and then we 
give each other things – children’s clothes, toys, food, beer, plants, 
books. I recently left an aloe tree on their doorstep. John’s mother 
passed away recently and I wanted to give them a plant. I specifically 
wanted to give them this aloe, which budded from an aloe that Katie gave 
us years ago. I just planted eight pots with seedlings that came from 
this single plant. It regrows endlessly and its green is very bright. 
So beautiful. I like to plant in clay pots. So, at the end of the year, 
I left a vase like that for them outside their door. I put it on top of 
Michael’s scooter with a card. Today, John told us that they are buying 
a house in a small town near here. He said, laughing behind his mask, 
“A tiny town, but with six great bookstores!” That’s right. After all, 
what do you need in a city? What is really needed, Iza? What does it 
take to have a good life? Not a “good life”, mind you, but to “live of 
good”. This difference has made a difference for me.

Back to the evening of the Day of Iemanjá. I closed the “The Revo-
lutionary Genius of Plants” and was talking to you mentally. I kept 
thinking about how Mancuso refers to plants as “aliens”. Yes, but only 
plants? Take a look around. Look closely. Look at your feet. Look at 
your nails and the way they join and separate from the flesh. Look at 
the stuff on your desk. The lamp and the shadow. The window. The world 
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through the window. The many sounds. Sounds within, near and far. Feel 
your tongue with your teeth. Take a look at the pepper tree bearing 
fruit. Imagine John, Michael, the taste of Katie’s chili and the color 
of the scooter. Look at the words, these words, lining up in sentences. 
See what they can do, how they make things happen. They grab by the 
hand. By the arm. By the waist. They go easy and hard. It’s a lot. Yes. 
It’s pretty weird. Us and everything else: aliens. Foreigners. Just pay 
attention and the strangeness jumps out. Just pay attention. In plants, 
words and everything else. Instead of naturalization, familiarity, habit, 
“Understanding” and its partial and total violence (as Denise Ferreira 
da Silva says), an alien world. All foreign people. All foreign people 
and walking through everything foreign. Us all. At Aterro do Flamengo, 
Itacoatiara and Araruama practicing foreignism – that feeling of extreme 
curiosity (so characteristic of children) mixed with an enormous respect 
for what is different (so characteristic of fair and wise people). Foreign 
lives among other foreign lives. Foreign lives among other foreign lives 
and thus free from xenophobia and racism. A world free from xenopho-
bia and racism. Because, as we once discussed in the auditorium of the 
Hélio Oiticica Municipal Art Center, “to strange” is necessary. That 
day, I suggested to you that “to strange” is to care. And today I add: 
“stranging” is a matter of militancy.

Well, Iza, the morning after the Day of Iemanjá, I woke up thinking 
about militancy. I think it was the first thought of the day, while still 
with my eyes closed. Every now and then I wake up with this sentence-
alarm clock: “Time to start thinking!”. There’s not even time to recall 
my dreams. Or maybe, there is no such thing as stopping to dream in 
order to think. Well. Well, for that day, the thought was as follows: it 
is necessary to decompress the motto “equality, fraternity, freedom” and 
act by valuing differences, solidarity and experimentation. To decom-
press, to prism, to open a path. The plants are there at your house, 
and here I am macerating this thought. Because, you see, when we work 
for social equality, it is necessary to escape the trap of an alleged 
sameness (undesirable and simply impossible) and fight for rights with 
equity as a parameter – that is, the acceptance of sociocultural, histor-
ical and contextual specificities. In other words, to seek equity, it 
is necessary to recognize and value difference. With regard to frater-
nity, the referent is familiar, human, it is something between brothers. 
However, what seems to me to be decisive at this moment is to broaden 
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the perspective and establish networks of solidarity precisely with the 
non-familiar – to establish networks of solidarity between species and 
on a planetary scale. In this anthropocene world, it is urgent to look 
for references other than the human family in order to establish rela-
tionships of true solidarity with multiple forms of life. Forms of life 
that, it must be said, feed us, dress us, wear us, wash us, oxygenate us, 
everything us. The fraternal referent, although fundamental, does not 
account for the peculiarities and complexities of interspecies networks, 
nor for the planetary scale that we need to recognize. And, finally, 
stuck as we are in the denying creationist neoliberal militarist bog, 
in the capitalist colonial necropolitical genocidal suicidal swamp, I 
have constantly resorted to Mário Pedrosa’s formulation, to the idea 
of   “experimental exercise of freedom”. In order to live collectively in 
freedom, as we well know, we depend on macro-political systems, social 
agreements and legal structures, and it is necessary to struggle inces-
santly and collectively to conquer and guarantee the most basic rights. 
But, the experimental exercise of freedom is the affirmation of a life 
in experimentation. To each act of violence that constrains, oppresses, 
blocks the experimental start, Pedrosa’s phrase counters with a force 
of liberation, with the exercise of experimentation. What I hear is: 
as long as there is life, there can be liberating experimentation. And 
this thought is extremely liberating and freeing. Finally, Iza, in these 
times of the rise of the extreme right, of neo-fascisms, of ecologi-
cal collapse, in this world of pseudo-equality, pseudo-fraternity and 
pseudo-freedom, that is, of extreme inequality, racism, corporatism and 
democratic dismantling, a critical (and clinical) possibility would be 
to clear a path through solidarity actions beyond the familiar (among 
aliens of all kinds), through practices of equity (in which difference 
is not simply tolerated, but cultivated) and through the experimental 
exercise of freedom (being experimentation a way of enacting estrange-
ment). And if I’m bringing back the alien and estrangement, it is because 
they seem to me to be a key to poetic and political militancy, a way to 
escape and reverse the narrowing of meaning and the political horror 
that we are living through.

Wow, I went far here. Sorry if I wrote too much, I needed to vent! I 
didn’t even mention Iceland... And listen, as soon as possible, I want 
to participate in this network of “everyday curatorship”, what a nice 
thing to work like this. Is that possible? The piece that Ana Kemper 
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refers to is called There is a smell of burning in the air – a sci-fi 
with no-fi. I’ve been really enjoying experimenting with this idea of 
non-fictional science-fiction. It was me and the spear plant, who is now 
at your house, together in a zoom room. Ana is cultivating a garden of 
pots in the apartment. She sent some sensational photos – she shoots 
beautifully. She is following a vine that has started to climb a sculp-
ture by Iole de Freitas in her living room. At any time, the sculpture 
will bloom. Or rather, it is constantly blooming.

Big kiss,
Eleonora.

***
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Rio de Janeiro, February 14th, 2021

Sap connection... activate!

Eleo,

Today I walked towards Gloria – I have been doing this almost every 
Sunday. I walked along the car lanes, those four lanes on each side that 
become a leisure area on Sundays, you know. That in itself is already 
such a nice part of the walk, occupying all that space that is usually 
dedicated to cars, going against the arrows that indicate the direction 
of traffic, reading them upside down and stepping at a maximum of 6 
km/h over the commands written in large letters – STOP –, to be read at 
high speed. Today is the day there is a farmer’s market in Glória, and 
it’s THE market, because that’s where a lot of people start the week. 
There is fresh merchandise, all kinds of leaves, and you’ve got to see 
the flower stall... Last week I found Erica, which I love... it reminded 
me of my life in Cuba, there its called Açucena, which is another flower 
here, also fragrant but with a different smell... and it’s my favorite 
flower; in the fields they call it the Bat and feed it to the cattle 
without the slightest ceremony hahahaha. But today everything was weird, 
the market wasn’t great... everything and everyone was looking crest-
fallen because there won’t be any carnival... it’s a collective trauma, 
not having carnival in this city, Eleo... everyone was talking about it 
at the market... there were people who didn’t even set up their booths, 
but luckily I found the two herb sisters who work there, one sells the 
leaves and the other the plant seedlings for you to plant. You know, 
working with herbs is a woman’s thing, traditionally and also today, 
Eleo. It was passed on to me by my grandmother; my father handles herbs 
too, there are many men who do, but they usually learned from a woman, 
a mother, a grandmother. In my case, it was my grandmother Lolita, with 
her skirt, her lemon balm, her arnica, her guava shoot, who gave me the 
green thumb! The other day I bought, from this girl I mentioned, Alfa-
vaca, Saião and Macassá, they are all beautifully planted here at home. 
Alfavaca is the plant version of my grandmother, Eleo. Something funny 
happened today, I found Oriri mixed with lettuce, a weed for bathing 
and one for eating mixed together – most plants have more than one 
function – but then it made a lot of sense. The more I work with herbs, 
the more I realize that ritual is everyday life, that there is nothing 
more sacred and special than the ordinary... this is what needs to be 
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produced as a work of art. The thought that art, the sacred and someone’s 
emancipation all take place in a plane separate from the reproduction 
of life is nonsense, even if there are very special places, magnetized 
places, magnetized things, like your bricks, like places and objects of 
worship and also (ok! hahaha) the works of art... especially the ones 
that go around sprouting flowers, as you said!

You know that at the market there are some booths that sell non-com-
mercial fruits, that the food industry is not very interested in, from 
people who bring things from their farms, things like jackfruit, pito-
mba, jocote, abiu, cassava... the other day I found sapodilla (the 
taste of childhood, man... very triggering hahaha)... it’s awesome, the 
market regulates the way we eat. Regulates almost everything. If we 
don’t pay attention, we’ll spend our lives eating pears, apples, papaya 
and bananas, which are more commercial. To eat other things and move a 
different economy than the hegemonic one, to eat is putting into action 
that estrangement-militancy that you brought to our conversation, of 
inhabiting this foreign way of life that you drew from your conversation 
with powerful people like Denise Ferreira da Silva.

It’s such a trip, this thing with growing plants, using leaves in 
everyday life, Eleo. I feel as if I have capital, you know, a capital 
that, when produced, necessarily mobilizes a virtuous collective process 
that has served me a lot in thinking about the issue of autonomy in a 
very broad way. When I establish the means to self-produce in this sense 
of herbs and plants, to be able to reproduce by myself this capital that 
heals me, protects me and calms me down, I instinctively learn about 
autonomy... cultivation is about creation, with work, with art. In this 
exercise is the DNA of free work, you know, of which art has been “the 
most exemplary example”, even though it is sometimes conditioned to 
the last fiber by the fetish of merchandise, like many things, by the 
way. This creative dimension of work, in which a free relationship with 
oneself and the community is also produced, is the foundation of the 
Marxist utopia in relation to work, isn’t it? That work could be that 
place of individual and collective achievement, and not of exploitation, 
as it has been historically since the worker was expropriated from the 
means of production. See, in the plant world, this cycle of autonomy 
and community is the norm. Rooting, reinventing and multiplying the 
means of production is a plant logic – abundance and not scarcity (a 
characteristic of the art market). You saw the photo of your overflowing 
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pepper, didn’t you? It’ll make around four preserves! There’s no way I 
can handle that much exuberance by myself! If the plant grows and you 
cut a piece and put it in water, or put it in the earth, it sprouts and 
becomes a new plant; if there is a seed and you put it in the ground, 
it becomes a new plant that you give away, exchange, even sell. It is 
the opposite of the rarity that one often still wants to attribute to 
art. Then you draw the plant, write about it, study it, make a book, 
share your experience, learn from the books of others who have also 
gone through it, form a group, start cultivating together, join forces, 
etc. This is the logic of the plant contaminating, in a good sense, the 
mode of production, the production chain that involves them. A lot of 
processes of this type can sustain us, Eleo, in every way, every day 
my belief in this grows stronger. Anyway, it’s the logic of a virtuous 
cycle which is a fucking pleasure to take part in, and that also mobi-
lizes a lot of issues. The other day I saw Emicida’s film called Amar 
Elo – é tudo para ontem [Amar Elo – it’s all due yesterday], and there’s 
a scene where he talks about the teachings he received when cultivating 
a vegetable garden during the pandemic, that doing this gave him an 
anchorage (it’s a small doc divided into blocks called plant, cultivate 
and harvest, if I’m not mistaken). There is a scene where he remembered 
how tending the garden was what saved Nelson Mandela during his long 
journey in prison, organizing and making sense of his days. It seems 
like something for “mystic youngsters”, but it’s not, there is a very 
pragmatic philosophy and economy about it all, you know, and there’s a 
political conscience that goes through our daily dealing with life, the 
millions of gestures that make up our daily life. During cultivation, 
this is clear; with the millions of interfaces and mediations of our 
daily life, not so much. This also has to do with Mario Pedrosa’s idea 
of   art as an experimental exercise in freedom, which you mentioned in 
your letter, and it also has to do with another idea of   him, that of art 
as a vital need. For some time now, I’ve been talking practically every 
day about Mario Pedrosa, it’s my toolbox – and by the way, the work of 
the current Plataforma Mario Pedrosa [Mario Pedrosa Platform] is growing, 
it’s beautiful, it’s even reminding me of the construction of our other 
platform, that of emergence... The ideas of art as a vital necessity 
and the experimental exercise of freedom do not speak strictly of art; 
in my view, they locate art within an ontological status of the inau-
gural human doings, they even detonate the specificity of art, insofar 
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as they bring it closer to other human doings, to the world of work 
(the issue that haunts me, as you know). Because what is at stake for 
Pedrosa, in the exercise of art, is the dissemination of the sensitivity 
revolution, the invention of a new being, new ethics, a new community 
that is necessary for the political and social revolution. There is a 
text in which he really spells out that the revolution will only come 
when human beings have eyes to see and the intuition to transform the 
reality around them, and proposes art as the education of emotions, 
sensitivity... in other texts from the 1950s as well. It has to do with 
us determining for ourselves to do something that makes sense to us, 
to produce the conditions for this to happen in the world, to create a 
community. Creation and work are not separate, according to Pedrosa. On 
the contrary, they have the same origin, and what he says refers to the 
democratization of art as a pedagogy of autonomy, of nonconformism, as 
a pedagogy of pedagogies, as Rafael Zacca once said, a pedagogy that it 
will form free people – the greatest of Marxian utopias, that the work 
itself had retained what Pedrosa indicially attributes to the exercise 
of art, and not the alienation of the worker, as happens in most cases. 
Pedrosa is talking about art as an invention of the modes of production 
of life, subjectivities and free territories and not just works of art. 
And freedom is always a collective process between different people, in 
which conflicts are not smoothed out. And we really need to learn how to 
do this, to live in incommunity, as Zacca proposes (I really am such a 
fan of this guy), another way of thinking about commonalities... in the 
face of the slightest divergence, it’s defense or cancellation, you can’t 
critique anymore, and this is so immature on the part of our cultural 
field, of people, of institutions... I say this because it necessarily 
calls into question who can or cannot take care of certain things, who 
can or cannot be free while reproducing their survival and the lives of 
theirs, and in this there are a bunch of social and cultural conflicts! 
The pandemic is here to intensify them even more, and we need to grow 
with them, it is urgent to make other practices also happen in condi-
tions that allow them to be the experimental exercise of freedom as 
they create, in the very act of doing, free beings – from the manipula-
tion of food, the land, through any and all significant elaboration of 
matters, rituals, political action, forms of work and so on... in these 
ideas lies a perspective of cultural democracy and political autonomy 
that places the exercise of art as its most powerful pedagogy; as an 
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exercise that re-informs activity – the virtuous cycle of plants that I 
spoke of in the other letter. And we don’t have much alternative but to 
grasp this perspective by tooth and nail, as they say, if we still want 
art to be a transforming force, capable of helping the regeneration of 
this devastated land that Brazil has become... the facet of art that 
exhausts itself in the production of luxury goods for the speculation 
of an elite will only guarantee the privileges of half a dozen people. 
There’s so much, Eleo... I sit here, thinking...

Today, when I was just doing my militancy by buying a jocote hahaha, I 
ran into a dear friend, Mariana Pinheiro – she’s in the movie business, 
a screenwriter, but she’s a friend I made in yoga class. The friendships 
we make through the body are a strong thing, right? (By the body and by 
the sap of plants, as we know). It was so wonderful to see her!... even 
with all the protocols... I then stood there just feeling the joy of the 
meeting and suddenly something became very clear to me – I immediately 
thought of you, of your work. That’s what the street is, Eleo. It’s the 
unexpected. It’s the possibility that my path and that of people who don’t 
even know about my existence (and vice versa) can cross each other. Or 
running into someone we know without having arranged it, without knowing 
it. Chico Science’s quote, “Letting facts be facts, without them being 
forged into existence”, has been going around in my head. And, thinking 
about you, about your work, about this which I’m writing, it explodes 
with the idea of art, of the artist and the public, that someone goes 
somewhere to watch something that is art. We are all living in the same 
space-time, under very different conditions, and that is all.

I miss you so much, Iza.

***
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New York, February 27th, 2021

Dear plant enchanter –

There is so much in your writing that I don’t even know where to start. 
“Alfavaca is the plant version of my grandmother” could not be a more 
fragrant phrase. And that sprouting of yours of words and herbs, that 
green thumb of yours Iza, that is serious business! You have this mixture 
of countryside and city running through your veins. And beach and forest 
too. It’s beautiful-beautiful. I like seeing it. Friendship is also a kind 
of testimony, isn’t it? I follow your processes, your passages. And I 
greatly admire your connection with Mário Pedrosa. Thank both of you for 
expanding the notion of art, the possibilities, the scope of it. Art as 
way of producing life, as transforming force, as emancipatory pedagogy. 
And a base issue: not just creating art in Brazil, but creating Brazil 
through art. To create, articulately, lives, arts and Brazils. By the 
nails and teeth if necessary. And that’s how it has been. And a lot of 
people have been succeeding, despite so much horror.

For me, art broadens horizons, or rather, beams of horizons. Art is 
a force. It not only opens up sensitive and critical spaces, but dimen-
sions. Great artists open spaces and also dimensions. They inspire us. 
The works energize, drive, fill with life. In this world regulated by the 
market, as you say, radically individualistic, normative and capitalist, 
the insistence on making a certain art is the insistence on decompart-
mentalizing, on expanding, on the prismatic. Making a certain art that 
decompresses and clears ways. And I say “a certain art” because, of 
course, it’s not all “art” that creates “that” art. And besides, it is 
different with each person. From singularity to singularity. Now, don’t 
ask me to explain “this art”. But I do know what it does to me. When it 
happens, it happens. And then it hits hard. It’s all beating, bellowing, 
beauty and blessing. I have experienced this strength many times. In 
places intended for art per se and elsewhere. I’ve already experienced 
it, for example, in a Rothko retrospective, in a dance piece by Marcelo 
Evelin and company in a theater, on the street with William Pope.L, read-
ing Ricardo Aleixo’s poetry, following Teatro da Vertigem in a hospital, 
following the streaming trajectory of Lygia Clark, watching a video of 
Joan Jonas or a short film by Grace Passô. Just yesterday, reading “The 
Devil to Pay in the Backlands” by Guimarães Rosa. It, this force – which 
doesn’t even need the circumscribed spaces of art in order to happen and, 
let’s say, happens beautifully beyond them – acts in various ways at the 
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same time. It mixes sensation, thought, vibration, historical awareness, 
unconsciousness, philosophy, modes of living, political action, touch, 
delirium, secrecy. It just goes and does it. Sometimes this breath of 
life happens, and there you go, remaking yourself in it, broadening hori-
zons. And the artist has to ride it out, has to put up with not knowing 
throughout the process. Or still, they have to have this wisdom, the 
wisdom of not knowing to be able to generate the work, to be generated 
by the work. They have to insert themselves, make themselves available, 
open their chest, keep up with the eagerness of life. To make art – and 
also to receive art, because receiving art is an art – it is necessary to 
want other fruits besides those that are already at hand. To plant trees 
of fruit that don’t even exist. And, of course, nothing is done alone. 
It is done with lots of agents and through countless agencies. With 
people, places, circumstances, concepts, tangible and intangible mate-
rials, historicity, phantom matter. That’s why the articulations between 
aesthetics and politics are so basic. That’s why making art is making 
politics. Because in the processes of creating and receiving art, a very 
direct relational field opens up. A political-aesthetic field opens up 
where an aesthetic-political gesture, who knows, is able to generate 
other fruits and other hungers. So that, who knows, other stomachs and 
then their bodies may be born. So that alfavaca, jabuticaba, jackfruit, 
mango and sapodilla’s richness can be shared ; the juices of pitomba, 
jocote, abiu and oriri. Forms of life that neoliberalism calculatedly 
pasteurizes, vampirizes, suffocates, silences, crushes, kills, or simply 
buys and leaves to rot in some basement. Just to not have it anymore, 
not to have that way of life anymore. To make more room for more chayote 
barbecues, for more chayote popsicles (poor chayote, it got a reputa-
tion of being savorless. I love it’s color and its taste of rain). The 
art that mobilizes me, Iza, is in the order of these riches. They are 
life forces. And I emphasize with all the letters that it is about art, 
A – R – T , and that, for me, making art at this moment is a matter of 
militancy. But, as you well know, I need to keep moving, back and forth, 
inside-outside of boundaries and definitions, breaking the frame, I need 
to keep paradoxing. It’s vital to me.

What about you? You, who have been thinking and doing other insti-
tutionalities. Artistic institutionalities, could we say that? All your 
movements over the last years, establishing so many partnerships – at 
the Hélio Oiticica Municipal Art Center (, at the Vila Autódromo Remoções 
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Museum, with Thelma Vilas Boas at Lanchonete <> Lanchonete, at the 
Escola do Olhar at the Rio’s Art Museum (MAR)... I always want to know 
more about these practices.

I’m trying to remember how we met, but I couldn’t get there. Do you 
remember? It’s all mixed up with debates about public policies for the 
arts, dissident pedagogies, actions, books, seminars and plants. And I 
keep asking you to take care of my green friends while I’m gone.

Before saying goodbye, since once again I’m stretching this out, I’ll 
tell you about an interview I read and never forgot. It was a journal-
ist interviewing a man of the forest people. The journalist began by 
mentioning the situation of poverty in the village and then posed his 
question. The interviewee kindly clarified that there was no poverty 
there. That they lived in wealth and abundance, that they were an 
extremely fortunate people. See Iza, I don’t know if they make “art” in 
this place, if they need “that” there, but, for sure, they have a lot 
of the sap of what I’m calling “art” here. A radical engagement with 
life. A vital no-nonsense attitude. And then, perhaps, there will come a 
time in our world when it will no longer be necessary to make art. But 
for now, we have a lot of artwork to do. A lot. In the beating, in the 
bellowing, in the beauty and in the blessing.

With love, and onwards we go!
Eleonora.

***
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Rio de Janeiro, March 11th, 2021

Sap connection, activate!

Speaking of a Brazil torn apart by Covid-19, 2,286 deaths yesterday, Eleo, it’s 
a terrible suffering, a negligence, even a humiliation to have this man as 
president... yesterday Lula’s speech rekindled hope in many people, and in 
me too. Not that this situation of having only Lula as a lifeline satisfies 
me. I think we need to build a political field with other leaders, with other 
processes of popular participation, but of course, this does not change the 
fact that he is a statesman, an experienced, lucid politician and, it seems, 
our strongest option against the one whose name we shall no longer write... 
Lula cannot even be compared to this genocide, it would be an offense... Mario 
Pedrosa, who loved Lula and placed his most hopeful expectations on him during 
the last years of his life, always said – in Brazil nothing is learned from 
experience... he’s right, what we’re experiencing is the remake of the remake 
with refinements of cruelty and stupidity; it’s the repetition of everything 
he’s lived through, the left’s old difficulty in uniting itself, the ambiguous 
role of the media, the indecent posture of our backward elite, the politicians 
ruling in their own interest, and even a fascist project disguised as “new” 
(let us not forget Getúlio Vargas, about whom Pedrosa was never wrong). Let’s 
see what is consolidated from the zillions of comments, posts and tweets 
from the guys who are always ready to respond on social networks with their 
analysis of the situation, with their fictions of themselves, but who have 
their minds and hearts as fucked up as anyone, wanting a lifeline to cling to. 
The dirty misery of life online, Eleo, who can take it? We’ll have to consult 
and discuss a lot of memes, posts, tweets, zoom videos if we want to dispute 
the writing of history of this moment we are living through. I’ve been seeing 
this transfer of life to social media generate so much illness for so long 
Eleo, hearts fucked in mass... ”Fucked heart” is the name of Heyk Pimenta’s 
book I read recently. It’s too good... what a name, right? There’s a question 
inside one of the poems that could have been asked by me: – Do you know for 
how many years I haven’t been able to take these spurs off?... man, that ques-
tion gave me the exact dimension of my fatigue in relation to certain battles 
I’ve been fighting over the last ten years... it made me think that we are 
often courageously adhering to a logic that kills us, when we think we are 
resisting it. Because it’s not just the effect of the pandemic, there’s so much 
that hasn’t been acceptable for a long time and now has been evidenced in an 
unavoidable way. As you yourself wrote once, I don’t quite remember where, the 
possibility of resisting has to do with the dramaturgies of the body, with our 
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ways of belonging and not belonging, of adhering and not adhering to things, 
movements, institutions, to certain forms of work and life...that’s what I’m 
talking about...

I couldn’t remember the day we met... I know it was in the context 
of HO, of the Plataforma de Emergência [Emergence Platform] program... 
at what point we became friends I don’t remember, but it must have 
been immediately! The plant thing came later, when you moved here to 
Flamengo... it was the day when you came with André and Felipe Ribeiro 
to deliver the plants here at home... it was so funny, the doorbell rang 
and when I opened the door there was a performance of the three of you 
holding pots <3 hahaha. You were in a rush, as usual, you were going 
to spend six months traveling, in Oslo, I think, and a lot of other 
places, NY, and it would take you a while to get back to Brazil... we had 
lemongrass tea and chamomile in the beautiful tea set that was Alex’s 
grandmother and you guys left, remember?... I miss that!

I was just thinking... it’s so beautiful to stop and write you and 
know that you’re writing me amidst such concrete day-to-day goings-on, 
the pains of this moment, the excess work that we’re all involved in... 
it’s a way to live together in this other time with radically blurred 
boundaries between work and life, to face the distances that suddenly 
imposed themselves, to recognize the distances that were already imposed 
for a long time by the frantic demand for productivity that invaded our 
lives in every field. Thanks to these letters, and the presence of your 
plants here at home, we are spending more time together than we did in 
person. Shock! Each in their own time, in their own way, we have been 
“exhaling” and “sculpting” our conversation over months... and the rhythm 
of our exchange is visible in our writing and it’s so beautiful that 
it shows itself... may we always have eyes to see and space in life to 
talk about the rich subtleties of our interaction. I no longer want to 
lose the space necessary for this in my life, to care for my personal 
relationships, for me, and for plants...

I want to do a lot, Eleo, but I don’t want anything to go back to the 
way it was.

To write you like this, as a conviviality, is also bringing me back to 
a way of writing that I had when I was a girl, the freedom of the poet 
I was as a little girl around 18 years old, when I started university 
and began to paint and write intending to do criticism, theory – mean-
ing, molding myself to a certain way of making. My generation ended up 
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molding itself a lot, rather than contaminating the structures – like 
we thought we were doing. After organizing ourselves into collectives, 
doing so much performance and urban intervention, video art, creating 
independent spaces, so much institutional criticism at the turn of the 
2000s, I look around and see that we have shaped ourselves to fit the 
institutions, the public open-calls, museums, art galleries, to become 
professionals and work towards the construction of a field that we 
thought necessary to structure... but that was a side effect, in addition 
to the fierce competitiveness, and now we have the chance to decolonize 
ourselves through the force of a group that no longer organizes itself 
by age – in the 2000s the salons and selections were only interested 
in young people – today, in addition to the youth, the groupings have 
an ethnic and social character. And this has changed a lot, especially 
in the field of representation. But the task on the agenda remains that 
of changing structures in order to establish the organisms needed to 
consolidate these transformations. And this is being done especially by 
these amazing guys who were being relegated to the outskirts, and has 
been done much more via social networks than inside the old institutions. 
There really is a very democratic and revolutionary aspect in social 
networks, in the internet as a whole, there is no doubt about that, 
and this space has served the social mobility of many people. Now, you 
can’t be naive, because “the networks in which resistance is produced 
are the same ones in which capital is produced”. If we allow it, we’ll 
suddenly be working to increase the legitimizing power of Instagram, 
of large museums too, without actually capitalizing on our cause or 
(at least) without putting into crisis what needs to be changed in the 
social, cultural and economic spheres, as we discussed so much in the 
2000s. Nowadays, young artists in the periphery achieve visibility via 
Instagram, through a work of circulation and visibility that they, by 
the way, masterfully produce, and they go directly to the great muse-
ums that, in this movement, establish their “decolonial and anti-racist 
agenda” without committing themselves, in most cases, in any measure 
to the promotion of this production. How many will be contemplated in 
this process? Scarcity is the norm. Now, in this transition of social 
networks to in-person life, to the concrete of production relations, 
institutions and governments must be committed to building a democratic 
cultural system, with different procedures, with organisms of medium, 
small and large bodies, public and private; to stimulate the organization 
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of independent spaces, of intermediate and alternative markets, since 
the hegemonic field of the arts, as it is now organized, is only for the 
few. This democratic network, consistent, alive, constituted by spaces 
of sociability and real, diverse works, which was outlined in projects 
and in some experiences throughout the recent history of art filled our 
eyes with light for some time, gave rise to research and studies...but 
its effective institution has been missing for a long time, and it can 
fulfill other political, educational and cultural functions that digital 
networks cannot manage. This construction is a historic task and we 
are still a long way from it... but this exercise of systemic thinking 
about modes of production, and the investment in the invention of other 
institutionalities for the cultural field, has been the horizon that 
mobilizes many of my instituting practices, let’s say, which, as you 
know, really seek an expanded meaning, another value for art even and 
for the artist, their existence based on different functions (artistic, 
social, political, therapeutic, etc)... this involves my work as an artist, 
curator, manager, editor, researcher and a collaboration with a lot of 
people, with the projects you mentioned... and so on, until it is no 
longer necessary to make art, right? Until we become a society entirely 
of artists, or rather, a society collectively produced as a work of art.

That’s it, my dear... writing you like this helps me have the courage 
to exist in a different way in those quarry moments, when “I write as 
someone who carves the stone”, and to be with my difference without 
having to change myself so as to fit in. And that’s liberating, that’s 
creation. It’s as an artist that I write when I write like this, and 
I’ve felt like this when creating things like institutions, mobilizing 
articulations between people from different backgrounds, doing research, 
curating... even if the system still needs to fit us into established 
positions, I’ll live like this, moving around as an artist-etc (as our 
dear Ricardo Basbaum defined so well) while paying the price for this 
autonomy of movement, of course. Thank you, love. You talk to me, even 
at a distance, in writing, and I learn. I’m enjoying writing to you like 
this... but what I really want is to touch my body full of heat against 
yours, even if it has to be a half-band hug, and sit in front of you 
with our farofa at Carmem Miranda Park – even if it’s a meter and a half 
away from you, with rubbing alcohol, a covered-up face – to say to each 
other, looking in each other’s eyes, what we have to say.

I miss you. Big kiss, Iza.
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P.s. Listen, actually, since you’ve taken so long this time, unable to 
return because of all this, and since I’m also planting everything in 
clay pots, like you, I don’t know which plant is yours or mine anymore, 
because some die, others bud, others grow and we change their pots (the 
scale of our life, this is a permanent revolution, they never stop...).

When you come back, we’ll divide our capital, ok?

***
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New York, March 12th, 2021

Dear Iza -

I write only to arrange the meeting. It will be at Nicaragua Square, in 
front of your house. As soon as I get back, we're going to adopt a flower 
bed there. I'll arrive with a shovel, fertilizer, watering can and we'll 
cultivate a flowerbed together in Bairro do Flamengo, Rio de Janeiro. 
I'll also take a basket with food and drink. You bring the seedlings and 
one of your buns. Are you in? Afterwards, we'll continue to maintain the 
flowerbed and replant the seedlings that sprout in other parts of the 
square. There will definitely be more interested people – there are many 
people who visit the square. Over time, we can make conversation circles, 
parties, events and such. I am already excited about this idea. Agreed?

Big kiss and I miss you,
Eleonora.
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Correspondence 4 Ines Goldbach  
and Paulo Miyada

Simone Forti, Huddle, 1961
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Basel, June 22nd, 2021

Dear Paulo,

I very much hope my email finds you well. How is the situation at your 
home, how are your loved ones? Although every email is just a click away 
and reaches the other within a second, our countries seem to be as far 
away as possible in these days of crisis, regarding not only the health 
but also the political situation. How courageous and dedicated it is 
creating and launching an online magazine that can be spread out over 
the whole country, accessible to everyone, borderless; and now, as part 
of the exhibition by Anna Maria Maiolino, published and made available 
for any and everyone to take with them here in Basel; we have nearly 
run out of copies after less than two weeks of the exhibition, and will 
have to produce more. This is a great sign, I believe.

PRESENTE
After intense days and weeks of setting up three new exhibitions – one, 

the wonderful exhibition by Anna Maria [Maiolino], here at Kunsthaus 
Baselland, I am still filled with strong feelings that happened during 
the whole process of installation, of having the exhibition ready and 
after that, welcoming people during the opening – the first real open-
ing after almost a year – with a little speech and a barbecue, inviting 
all the guests to stay and eat with us; having them here, taking the 
publication with them and sharing thoughts and ideas. presente. The 
magazine you and Anna Maria brought to life is so precisely titled and 
correlates so deeply with the current situation and the large worldwide 
desire – how long did we have to wait now, within the time of a crisis, 
to be present in different situations with our body – not talking to 
each other or entering spaces digitally but going there, being there, 
feeling the other people and bodies within the space. But this is not 
true for everybody – so many countries and people still can’t leave 
their homes, haven’t any access either to vaccines nor masks or water 
and soap. How do they feel and live after more than one year of distance, 
crisis, unsureness and especially the feeling that no crisis, no matter 
how global it is, can bring countries and people together to solve it?

While writing I am sitting within the exhibition by Anna Maria here 
at the Kunsthaus. The artificial lights are still switched off, but the 
morning sun is breaking through the skylights and filling the spaces 
with a warm morning light. Everything is prepared, set up, waiting to 
be experienced, perceived, felt. Like a dinner, prepared and ready to 
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welcome its guests to enjoy it. Can art be incorporated into our bodies? 
How can people stay longer in an exhibition, sitting, looking, feeling, 
breathing – like a walk through nature? I am always thinking of the 
research by the University of St. Gallen, here in Switzerland, done years 
ago and which confirmed that on average every visitor stays approxi-
mately 3 seconds in front of an artwork and mainly experiences art and 
the exhibition by walking through the exhibition space. Presente? Are 
we present within a situation if we rush through it instead of trying 
to be present with the entire body for more than 3 seconds?

I am looking at an image from the series Vida Afora [A Life Line] 
by Anna Maria – an egg, minimal, perfect shape, a significant of the 
beginning of life, but as fragile as possible – the shell, no matter 
how strong it feels, can burst easily. Maybe one of the experiences we 
made during the pandemic – and hopefully this awareness can remain for 
a while – was that we had, and maybe still have, the feeling of being 
strong human beings, capable to do, solve, realize and know everything 
– but in times of a crisis when all the knowledge fails and no one 
tells us what to do, we feel weak and fragile as an egg. The only tools 
we seem to have are our humanity and the most needed one, creativity. 
I always wondered, from the first moment of the crisis – as far as we 
can somehow locate when the beginning was, which is also true for the 
end, I guess, nobody knows when it started and when it will end –, can 
culture and art play an important part here?

PRESENTE
When I think these days of an image of the end of the pandemic, I 

think of a performance by Simone Forti which was realized two years 
ago within her solo exhibition here at Kunsthaus Baselland: Huddle. It 
is from the 1960s and it can be reenacted, after many trainings, until 
today with a group of 7-9 performers with different backgrounds. The 
performers, each of them, one after the other, climb on the mountain 
formed by the bodies. Without any words, the group can feel when some-
one starts climbing, trusting the group that they will hold him or her, 
coming that close to each other’s body, forming in a certain sense one 
body out of many. When I was last in contact with Simone, I asked her if, 
later on, when neither mask nor distance is an issue anymore, if there 
would be a possibility to realize this performance again – this would 
be my personal image of how we have overcome the pandemic.

But what will the after be like? I can imagine that from your 
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perspective the after seems far away, and maybe also the belief in a 
world where everybody cares for each other fades away; one country for 
the other. When will we understand that this type of crisis will only be 
overcome when all countries work together, care for each other? I do not 
believe in the fact that only vaccines will overcome the current crisis.

The virus is smart enough and will find ways to change, mutate and 
trick us, as fragile, slow and somehow not cooperative as we are as 
human beings. Or how is it understandable that some countries, in this 
very moment, are thinking of their summer holiday when others think of 
how to survive the next weeks and months. Maybe this is how it has been 
all the time on our earth, but at least now we should be aware of the 
interrelationships that climate change, our relation or non-relationship 
to nature influence us.

Some weeks ago, I had contact with an artist friend of mine in Israel. 
They were somehow the first country to be fully vaccinated, and get rid 
of masks, going back to something called normal life. But at the same 
time, reading about all this, you could read about the new escalation of 
the long-lasting conflict between Israel and Palestine. When I asked my 
friend about this she wrote to me: “I feel a lot of sadness for the horror 
and loss people on both sides experience due to the cynical politics 
of their so-called leaders”. I have lived my entire life in the shadow 
of this conflict and the older I get, the more I am convinced that it 
cannot be solved from the same conscious level that has created it. I 
see great importance in putting the effort in suggesting an elevated 
conscious level to this conflicted area. I still deeply believe in the 
potential of art to take part in such endeavors. Art draws from complex-
ities, poesies, the spiritual and the sublime. It does not serve any 
master, not even a good master. It therefore is a free zone, almost a 
last frontier, to yield a new “civil imagination.”

A civil imagination? What would that be? An utopian idea? Maybe we 
could start with art, with art within institutions like museums, like 
the Kunsthaus. Maybe we could start here, right now. Maybe we must start 
thinking of the museum and the exhibition space differently, not as a 
place to walk through, but to spend time. To read, to work – a museum 
office instead of a home office – instead of running from one space to 
the other, one exhibition to the other. I am thinking of the installa-
tion Anna Maria did some time ago with maybe a hundred eggs laid out on 
the floor – giving one the chance to walk through it, although slowly, 
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slowly – being aware of every step, being aware of every misstep that 
would break the egg. What an experience this must be. Nothing that can 
be experienced digitally.

PRESENTE

Very best regards, dear Paulo,
Ines
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São Paulo, June 24th, 2021

Dear Ines,

Thank you so much for writing and for the timely idea of including presente 
in Anna’s exhibition in Basel. As you mentioned, this opportunity got me 
thinking about how the world is again sinking into what I learned at school 
to be the gap between the developed and the underdeveloped countries, which 
we later started phrasing as the difference between the “Global North” and 
the “Global South” and is nowadays understood (even by my 4 year old son) 
as the perverse contrast between vaccinated and unvaccinated nations. This 
is not a subtle time to grow up in, to say the least.

A newspaper reported a few days ago that more than half of Brazil’s young 
population would like to move abroad. It is understandable but it is also very 
sad because this will, yet again, take away some of our bravest and brightest 
minds and hearts; and, most of all, because the airport is not an option for 
most of our youth. And in this context, it has been our desire that presente 
could be an opening for unexpected connections and conversations between 
people who are feeling entrapped and isolated in ways that go well beyond the 
social distancing protocols. In order to do so it was vital that the publica-
tion could travel freely and in uncontrolled ways, that it face the threat of 
hate from the supporters of the genocidal government in charge of this coun-
try but also stay available for whichever reader or correspondent who might 
be touched by the messages held by this electronic bottle. In other words, it 
should be a living reminder to each of us that we are not alone.

Is this enough to bend the curve of current geopolitics? I feel that, in 
itself, not even the whole artistic and cultural legacy could do so. But artists 
works in the imaginaire, as [Édoaurd] Glissant would say with this French word 
that does not completely translate as imagination or imaginary – and this 
might have something to do with what your friend called “civil imagination”, 
since the imaginaire is something shared and not something that one holds in 
one’s own thoughts and dreams; it emerges in-between languages, poetics and 
discourses, reflecting and reframing their coexistence; and I believe it is 
not necessarily something utopic, but can also be quite dystopical and more 
often surprisingly quotidian. I am neither a philosopher nor a specialist 
on Glissant... but I feel this is where art is always operating. Sometimes it 
helps us feel less lonely, sometimes it deepens our capacity of affection and 
respect towards who or what we don’t completely understand, and sometimes 
it shows us how shortsighted the parameters of success and progress we have 
been employing individually and collectively are. Again, is this enough? Well, 
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we could paraphrase the sentence eternalized by Goya: “The silencing of the 
imaginaire produces necropolitical monsters”.

I don’t want to go too much into the Bienal because we are installing 
it right now and all that we thought we knew about it feels in suspension 
and in suspense. It is paradoxical: we are finally making tangible some-
thing that was ungraspable for so long (especially because Covid-19 made 
the process take one year longer than expected) and yet I perceive it now 
as a dream or a hallucination that will only become real when the first 
visitors finally come through the doors. And by then everything might have 
acquired new meanings, new colors, new tastes.

So, I will respond to your beautiful line of thought about what the Kuns-
thaus is and could be with something about Instituto Tomie Ohtake, the inde-
pendent cultural center where I have been working for a little over ten years. 
Since the pandemic reached Brazil we have taken a considerable amount of 
time and energy to debate the Instituto mission and finally came up with two 
visual metaphors: the beacon and the port. The beacon is the reference point 
that can be recognized from far away (even while moving swiftly) and that 
offers some sort of signal, information, or entry point. The port is the place 
where many different people with distinct origins and goals cross paths and 
have the chance to find out about routes, places and otherness. Is the port 
too frenetic to become the shelter that you seem to be envisioning? Or is it 
effective because of its huge capacity of inviting people to detour their plans 
and understanding? What I like about these maritime metaphors is that they 
are embedded with the feeling of Movement with a capital M – not just the rush 
that is characteristic of big cities but the fluxes and refluxes of personal 
and collective histories, the clashes between languages, the arrival to a new 
landscape, an unfamiliar weather and even a different sunlight. I miss being 
able to go to the museum daily, but what I miss more is the assurance that I 
live in a city, in a polis, in an entanglement of public spheres.

Maybe that is why I was touched by how Simone Forti’s Huddle came to your 
imagination during this time and how you plan to feed the collective imag-
inaire with its performance as soon as possible. For the 34th Bienal (ok, I 
came back to it), Marinella Senatore is right now building a piece that is 
reminiscent of the typical Italian luminarie – shockingly bright and color-
ful – with the phrase “We rise by lifting others”. And isn’t that how it is?

Best regards,
Paulo
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Basel, July 2nd, 2021

Dear Paulo,

Thank you so much for your thoughtful, rich and inspiring letter. By 
reading your lines and despite us never having met in person and know-
ing each other only for a short time, it makes it even more clear to me, 
once again, that art is a language that can bring together people who 
have never met and is able to share thoughts, emotions and attitudes, 
no matter where you are, where you come from, and in what language or 
country you feel at home.

I very much like your citation in the very end that gives me the 
chance to answer back: “We rise by lifting others”. You grow when others 
grow next to you. This is not only true when you have children making 
this tangible nearly on a daily basis but also when working, living and 
spending time with others. And I guess this is also very true in times 
of crisis. If you help and lift others, it lifts you as well.

Reading about you setting up and realizing the Bienal, waiting for the 
visitors to come and bring life into it, I think of all these incredibly 
good exhibitions and projects worldwide within the last months but also 
in general, that only a very little amount of people can experience – and 
even less, now in times of crisis. All these windows that are open to 
experiencing and perceiving the world, by looking at it from a different 
angle. This was and still is very palpable within the last months, or 
one and a half year by now, – everything is prepared, like a wonderful 
dinner, but all guests are not able to come because they can’t travel 
for different reasons, because they are ill, because they are afraid of 
leaving the house, because they are too young to travel by their own or 
take a walk in the direction of a museum or art institution, because 
they never had access to this field, because, because...

I am touched by what you wrote about the young generation in Brazil 
who want to leave the country to escape due to political reasons. This is 
maybe something that we forgot, since we are so focused on the pandemic. 
The 21 century is not only a critical period regarding climate change 
and its effects on all of us, including plants, water and all living 
animals, and the pandemic as a result of this, but it is also a century 
of movements, migrations, isolation, leaving and losses. How many people 
live in different countries from the one they were born in, leaving the 
country for different reasons, different desires and hopes. Maybe this 
is also one of the aspects why social media became so dominant and 
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insightful. Those who can’t escape, travel, dream, seem to find a door 
to open and run through when connected for thousands of hours within 
a digital world – without noticing that there will always be a big gap 
between the real and the digital.

Can art be an instrument in feeling oneself being part of the real 
world? Of feeling oneself again PRESENTE?!

How can we strengthen this younger generation worldwide – we as parents 
(you mentioned your son and I am thinking of my two little boys), aunts 
and uncles, as friends, as parents, as grandparents? This is one of my 
biggest concerns when looking at this younger generation, sometimes with 
no support from the outside or their surrounding to guide them through 
situations that they did not cause, but find themselves in. I was talking 
recently to someone from the field of children and youth psychiatry. She 
mentioned that they are still trying to understand the reason for it but 
there has been an enormous increase of young people in need of psychiatric 
help in Switzerland, and not only because of Covid-19 (which did not help, 
of course). This has been a serious worldwide problem for some years now. 
To live wearily is of course exactly the opposite of the desire of being 
present in the world. What kind of future do/can we offer this upcoming 
generation? Do they have the feeling there is so little left to shape their 
future that they have lost their hope in it?

So when thinking of museums, of institutions, of the future – and I 
loved the public space as a harbor idea you were describing – I think 
of a space that is as open as possible, to all generations, no matter 
where they are coming from or if they are used to visiting exhibitions. 
How can we be a door-opener to those who never had the chance to get 
in contact with museums and art institutions? Maybe we have to think 
of it in another way: is it the right way of thinking of the audience – 
whoever may be included here –, that they have to find their way to an 
institution, a museum or an event or, should we think of a museum that 
finds its way to the people?

I do not know if you are familiar with the history of the supermarket 
Migros here in Switzerland, one of the biggest supermarket chains in 
the country. In the 1920s, I think, they started to drive busses, and 
drove to little villages in the mountains, the countryside etc. They 
did this for many decades – to sell products like milk, cheese, butter, 
meat, eggs etc. A supermarket on wheels –, in parallel to the shops they 
have and had within all towns and cities.
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For some time and especially within the last month, I have been 
thinking increasingly about the idea of a museum on wheels – in parallel 
to one that is permanent and stable –, driving through the country and 
proposing experiences to the people.

So what I started some weeks ago is what we called Videomobil – a 
little bus with a portable screen, a projector and a sound system. We 
only started with a few villages, driving there, installing the cine-
ma-like-situation in the middle of a square and showing, for about an 
hour, short art films from a big video-collection; some of them were 
entertaining, others poetic or thoughtful, some critical. The audi-
ence were people from the village, young, old, connected with artistic 
languages or not at all. But of course, after the whole evening, it was 
not only about the films from the collection of art films and videos, 
not only about the Videomobil, not only about the Kunsthaus, but it was 
about people meeting people. Getting in touch with each other, talking 
among them, talking and listening. Going there as a stranger but leaving 
as a friend. Being present in person, talking and laughing with them. 
We rise by lifting others.

Warm regards, dear Paulo!
Ines
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Dear Ines,

I hope this finds you well, and I really do, since for so long now we 
have been saying things like “I hope you are doing well in spite of...” 
that it may be time to just hope that people are well, that people are 
entitled to some happiness, even if based on small pleasures and affec-
tions, maybe specially so. Otherwise, we are all doomed to a psychic 
breakdown and will probably not be in the best shape to fight the 
contradictions and exploitations that are taking our breath away. But 
of course, things are more complicated than that and psychic health 
cannot be approached only on the scale of the individual – it is much 
more socially built and dismantled than we can grasp. Presently, this 
may imply that we will still be dealing with the “in spite of” for a 
long, long time, but also that art may have a bigger role to play.

Maybe the most magnetic aspect of art is that it can feel like such a deeply 
personal experience while ontologically still being a social artifact.

(I also have two boys at home, the youngster is 18 months old. He has 
just cried a bit while sleeping, I went to check if he still had his blanked 
on and now as I come back to the computer my previous sentence reads quite 
assertive and overly theoretical. Let me put it more lightly: it is strik-
ing how at times a certain love song feels like it has been written just 
for you and only for you, while if you really think about it you realize it 
is the product of decades (centuries) of collective memory that was put to 
work in a certain social and historical context... but then you listen to 
it again and it just doesn’t matter as it is the perfect recipient for all 
the emotions you have been holding on to. This is just magical).

That’s why the Migros story and the Videomobil initiative are very inspir-
ing. You know, there was a time in which Walter Zanini, who is recognized 
in Brazil as one of the great pioneers in curatorial practices, was running 
the Museum of Contemporary Art – University of São Paulo (MAC-USP) and he was 
responsible for this amazing modern art collection (which was originally the 
Museum of Modern Art (MAM-SP) collection, but that is a long story). So, he felt 
there was a huge abyss between the cultural opportunities in São Paulo state 
capital and the hinterlands of the State, and organized dozens of itinerant 
exhibitions throughout medium and small towns. In 1969, this practice led him 
to one idea: the Trem de Arte [Art Train]. It was supposed to be a railroad car 
adapted as exhibition space that would travel through the train lines that 
connected São Paulo to other cities, stopping at each place for a week or so 

São Paulo, July 8th, 2021
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before moving on. Negotiations were made with the railroad company and Lina 
bo Bardi even designed the refurbished wagon, but the idea was never executed.

Which makes me think of another unrealized project. In one undated 
letter of the 1960s, Lygia Clark spoke of her frustration with conventional 
exhibition spaces and mentioned she was considering creating an exhibi-
tion with her Bichos [Critters], which would be transported by a vehicle 
in an independent and autochthonous manner. Imagining traveling through 
Portuguese territory in direct contact with non-specialized audiences, she 
wrote: “I would photograph each exhibition site and take several Caminhando 
[Walking] so that they would take part in searching for their way. I would 
buy a trailer that would be called ‘Caminhando’ and make a kind of gypsy 
excursion. How I would love that!”. So would I. Wouldn’t you?

I am sending you as an attachment a picture of Lygia Clark’s action 
Nostalgia do Corpo: diálogo [Nostalgia of the Body: dialogue], which she 
first realized in the II Bienal da Bahia (1968). I have never found many 
details about it, but as far as I understood it the action’s core is a 
silent dialogue between two people that stand in front of each other; 
one of them holds a stone and the other one uses their hand to shelter 
it, without really touching it. This gesture inspired Caetano Veloso to 
write the lines “If you hold a stone/ Hold it in your hands/ If you feel 
the weight/ You’ll never be late/ To understand”.

In Brazil, 2018’s presidential elections were quite traumatic as they 
brought up virulent hate speeches full of homophobia, religious intolerance, 
transphobia, misogynism, authoritarianism, racism and so on and so forth. At 
that time I was one of the tutors of a study group for artists, and giving 
classes grew more and more difficult. Everyone there was terrified in fear for 
themselves and for others, and many classes were “lost” just digesting what 
was going on. At certain moments, speaking about things was just not enough 
and we had to activate the body looking for a feeling of presence. Once we 
invited the students to do a reinterpretation of the Nostalgia do Corpo. We 
had asked each of them to bring a stone to class. They formed pairs. Ten stones 
were sheltered by twenty hands. Twenty people together, looking at each other, 
creating small heat fields in silence. I do not know how it felt for each of 
them, but I never forgot those seconds in which we, together, were experi-
menting care and remembering that one is never really alone.

Warm regards,
Paulo
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Basel, July 12th, 2021

Dear Paulo,

What a wonderful, poetic and also hopeful image you passed onto me 
with your reinterpretation of Nostalgia do Corpo – a symbol for giving 
shelter and taking care. Thank you so much! It also somehow connects 
to the image of Huddle by Simone Forti – lifting each other up, taking 
care and being close. 

It was also a pleasure learning about the Trem da Arte [Art Train] 
project initiated, but never realized, by Walter Zanini. You know, this 
is a thought I recently had with all the new formats we tried out to 
stay in contact with people during the pandemic and while the museums 
were closed: do we need museums and exhibition walls to mediate art? 
Yes and no, maybe, not only, I guess.

It is because of a crisis – political, health, or individual – that 
let us think about the basics. Maybe the idea of the Trem da arte [Art 
Train] was also invented in a time of crisis, and what you did with 
your study group of artists was realized with a background of crisis, 
as you described it. But something seems to me very clear as well, and 
even more while reading your words, that come from a different angle 
of the world than the one I am in. Sitting and writing these words, it 
seems at the same time quite clear that after becoming, after the last 
months, experts in digitalization, as we all somehow are now, there is 
nothing that can replace a physical moment. I am also thinking of the 
stone in the hands of the others – this physical body experience, I 
am sure, could not have been replaced by a description, a video or an 
image shared with your group.

This brings me back from where we started and what brought us two 
together: the online magazine presente and our exchange with Anna Maria 
Maiolino – isn’t the magazine something like an international art train 
– being able to stop wherever it is needed, being able to cross every 
border, every country, reaching everybody without any restrains, no matter 
if one is familiar with the art system or not. I am persistently thankful 
that one stop was and still is in Basel, respectively in Baselland, also 
having the opportunity to have it laid out as a printed version, soft and 
present in the hand, maybe not in need of a shelter, but giving shelter.

When I walked through the exhibition the other day, I saw a group of 
children walking around, discussing, talking, but also standing in front 
of a work by Anna Maria in silence. I could not help myself and took a 
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picture of three of them. I forward you this image here because the photo 
by Anna Maria tells so much about the connection between generations, 
how everything is in a flow, in a connection – tomorrow can’t be found 
without yesterday, isn’t it like this? By lifting up the generations who 
live at this moment, younger, older, we lift up the upcoming generations. 

Let me end with a connection to your wonderful quote by Caetano Veloso 
(“If you hold a stone / Hold it in your hands / If you feel the weight 
/ You’ ll never be late / To understand“), by standing in the exhibition 
by Anna Maria, looking at the series Vida Afora [A Life Line] of which 
we have a selection on display here at the Kunsthaus: If you hold an 
egg, hold it in your hand and feel the fragility of life and body, as 
well the beauty and perfection of life.

Dear Paulo, let your inspiring train, presente, ride with many, many 
further stops throughout the world, collecting so much creativity and 
good thoughts on its way, being equipped with artistic energy.

With kindest regards and with hope to meet in person in the nearest future,
Ines
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Correspondence 5 Edimilson de 
Almeida Pereira  
and Marina Camargo

Marina Camargo, from the series Disturbs, 2020
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A conversation started in a “cloud”, the following exchange is estab-
lished around the book Poesia+, by Edimilson de Almeida Pereira. With 
the premise that the poem is also written by the one who reads it – just 
as the work of art is as such because someone puts oneself in relation 
to it –, Marina and Edimilson create friction between their research, so 
that the author and reader weave together developments for the verses 
as they traverse issues such as geographies, borders and the dissolu-
tion of these outlines for the reinvention of other and new territories.

1

Reading Poesia+ (2019) was (and continues to be, as I keep 
coming back to the book) a profound and rare experience. The 
encounter with your text refounded in me a notion of coun-
try, forming a new geography in places that have once seemed 
familiar. It is as if the writing caused tremors in the earth, 
opening the ground to another topography. In times of so much 
loss, sadness and anger at seeing a project of destruction 
in progress, your writing sustains a place of power, where 
erudition has its feet planted firmly on the ground, where the 
sounds of chants are an invitation to join in a circle dance.

Over the years I have written several poems in which the country 
is a theme. There is, in them, the portrait of a place that can 
be ours or, metaphorically, another territory, where we live 
our historical experiences. In these poems there is the echo 
of an acidic poetic voice, which sees the country as a place 
in ruins. The poems turn against the imposition of borders, 
probing another, porous country that still needs to be designed.

When you answered my message commenting that the reader is 
co-authoring with the writer, I thought about dance movements, 
about the gesture of reaching out to another to enter in a 
circle, sharing worlds through text.

I think of poetry as a territory for sharing, even when it 
expresses itself as a result of the poet’s personal immersion. 
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When the reader reads, they dig themself through the many 
layers of a poem – some unknown even to the poet himself, 
feeding into a game of concealment and revelation of meanings, 
images and perceptions of the world. It makes me think that 
the poem is always beginning, hand in hand with the unknown.

I read poetry as if I were observing a work that has a unique 
temporal dimension, built through sedimentation and erosion 
– the approximation of words through slow accumulation, the 
reduction that leads to synthesis. But in your poems you 
can still hear a song, a kind of song that modulates a 
certain cadence.

At this point, I can glimpse what is caused by interven-
tion of chance and what is conscious in my poetry. In the 
former, the violent and unpredictable shocks of the imaginary 
generate unexpected meanings; in the latter, I provoke these 
shocks and try, as far as possible, to direct them to produce 
a certain meaning that interests me. In both cases there is 
a cadence that emanates from different cultural rhythms: a 
traditional sacred chant, the blues, a syncopation of popular 
songbooks. It’s a wide, uncertain song that spirals into an 
imagined dance.

I think of the text “O que danças?” [What are you dancing to?]. 
Dance as an encounter between bodies in communion with places: 
dance marks thought, it is a way of being-in-the-world, as if 
bodies in space left tracks and were marked by movements, just 
as poetry emerges from the tracks left by words.

This poem was written based on ethnographic data, referring to 
communities in which one person, wanting to know where another 
person comes from, asks them “What are you dancing to?” This 
demonstrates that dance is a fundamental element of the subject 
and is, in its importance, at the same level of those other 
questions: “What is your name?”, “Where do you come from?”. 
Like names and places, dance is also a trail to be followed in 
case we want to know who we are. The point is that the winds 
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of oblivion strike upon the tracks. Dancing, having a name or 
a place is not always a guarantee of revelation of who we are. 
Depending on the circumstances, they are indicators of what 
we once were and a promise of what we can be.

2

Recently, while drawing the political borders of Africa [the 
drawings are for my piece Songlines, in which the political 
borders of the continents are placed side by side forming a 
continuous line, and are then turned into music], I was think-
ing about the violence that is visible on the map itself, such 
as the straight lines that divide some countries in Africa – 
marks of the colonial violence. It’s disturbing to draw these 
borders, even if it’s just by reproducing a drawing of a map.

It is important to question the relationship of maps with the 
historical moment in which they are drawn. In the case of the 
neocolonialism that reconfigured African territories, or in 
the outlines that shape the neighborhoods of our cities, it is 
possible to see two types of violence: that of invasion and 
gentrification, and that of the incision on paper or canvas 
that creates the design of a rationalized world. Charting 
is, simultaneously, taming and violating a territory. From it, 
societies decide who is in the center and who is on the side-
lines. By analogy, we do something similar to language, even 
though we have the best intentions. We are charters of meaning.

The lines on a map tell stories but do not reconcile us with 
the past. In Brazil, these borders are not necessarily in 
our “official” cartography, but they exist as a way of making 
worlds invisible. What new articulations of thought can create 
ways of drawing other lines, undoing borders? How can we make 
a narrative revolution?

The violence of the colonization and gentrification processes 
demands a desperate response, since people suffer, are humiliated 
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and killed over borders. But does art have the resources for a 
pragmatic answer? Does a poem tear down an electrified fence, does 
a song grant asylum to a refugee? Objectively, we know they don’t. 
However, without the myriad of artistic gestures and practices, 
we would feel less capable of dreaming and, thus, of articulating 
concrete forms of reaction against the violence of the borders 
of exclusion.

Still on the subject of borders and narratives, there is an 
issue that haunts me: defining borders involves narrative 
constructions that alter the relationship of the original 
populations of the divided regions.

In countries that had their borders defined as a result 
of colonial imposition, the border line that divides entire 
regions ignores local communities, traditional exchange flows, 
circulation, etc. These are processes marked by silenced or 
forgotten disputes, in which the original peoples are system-
atically oppressed until an apparent calming of the tensions, 
created by the imposition of physical and symbolic borders.

The process of cultural erasure is implicit in the process 
of territory demarcation, just as the notion of border extrap-
olates geographic definitions when socially and histori-
cally interiorized.

The question that remains urgent is how to undo borders 
that are not demarcated on maps, but instead introjected 
onto narratives?

Borders of national territories are, as a rule, the result 
of specific historical and social moments, when the forces 
that compose the formation of a State impose the sacrifice of 
some as a condition for the organization of the social life 
of others. You have pointed out this process and its inherent 
contradiction, that is, the affirmation of national history for 
a group is, as a consequence, cultural restriction or erasure 
of other groups, in general, the less favored ones. Imposition 
presides over these chapters of history, revealing a common 
structure to colonialist or imperialist processes: the use of 
violence to strengthen a political-administrative centrality 
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in detriment to social coexistences that would bring the 
human closer to oneself and to other forms of life beyond that 
of territorial demarcation. In the face of the neoconserva-
tive forces that have assaulted democracies in contemporary 
times, there are no short-term mobilizations capable of making 
borders more porous. On the contrary, unfortunately walls and 
physical fences, ideologies and apparatus of repression have 
reinvigorated old obstacles to the circulation of people and 
their cultural practices.

3

I read your texts and observe that geographies unfold, multiply, 
explode the map from a lived place, from a place of encounter 
with the other. Maps that trace influences, places, landscapes, 
that name people, ancestors, and also note dances, silences.

When talking about traces and forgetfulness, I see a deep 
inscription build up

in the poem “Três tigres” [Three Tigers]:

[1] ESTEBAN MONTEJO E de meus riscos, que ordenam dizendo 
ser meu espelho? Palavra ilha armadilha, o nunca saber se o 
escrito é o dito. E, no entanto, floresce literatura furta-cor. 
Que eu mesmo, de tanto esquecer, talvez, tenha inscrito.

(Impossible not to think of Esteban Montejo fleeing slave labor 
on the sugarcane plantations, fighting for Cuba’s independence. 
The story of one man that encompasses a century).

It’s interesting that you talk of “geographies [that] unfold” 
and “explode the map”. Establishing a physical (territory) 
and emotional (our feelings) cartography is inherent to our 
individual and collective history. However, territories and 
emotions – which can be seen as the geographies of the world 
and of the being – glide, acquiring forms and meanings that 
our cartography registers only partially. It is exciting to 
explore these shifts, still unnamed, although sensed. The 
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polysemy of poetic language is valid for this investigation, 
since, at the same time that it reveals a landscape (physi-
cal or emotional), it indicates that it is fading before our 
eyes. Poetic language fictionalizes territories, moves and 
sometimes removes borders. That’s why I don’t see poems as 
maps for deciphering history or emotions, but as geysers that 
explode and shuffle shapes, while we try to learn to recon-
figure the world.

I reread “Diário” [Diary], dedicated to Lima Barreto, and the 
last stanza accompanies me for days:

[2] “Impossível dormir
como se o mundo não gestasse
a separação do arco-íris”
(p.97).

And also, in “O jogo travessia” [The crossing game] (dedicated 
to Benjamin Moloise):

[3] O PAÍS
existe um país
mas o rasgam

e as coisas ameaçam
desaparecer

o carvão
não pode sorrir

em podres
insetos

o país é um assustado
gesto de procura

que procuro.

If there are many pasts to be reconstructed, can we think 
of many possible futures? I think of a different seam, that 
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connects various narratives of silenced pasts towards tomor-
rows, unfolding from other perspectives. How to sew, in the 
present, the arch between these other times?

Although the materiality of the past is already given, this 
does not mean that we cannot recover new meanings among its 
cultural layers. I know it’s a challenge to say this because, 
in general, you dig into the past to extract models that fuel 
conservatism. However, that is only one side of the coin. The 
other side presupposes learning, from the past, the realign-
ment of values   and practices that brought us to the present 
as restless subjects imagining futures. Knowing the reason 
behind happenings and the choices we make implies taking 
on responsibilities towards the society we want to build; it 
implies taking an interest in stories that are not our own 
and confronting the obscurantist forces that threaten freedom 
of thought.

(...)
[4] UM HOMEM VAI SEM A PERNA

como um navio que, aberto os porões,
aderna.
Sua gramática é esta.

De falta em falta a história se acumula.

Vão porque há quem os espere.
Âncoras.

4

I think about the approximations (or contaminations) between 
field research, academia, poetry, prose; between the work as 
a professor, researcher and artist, an anthropologist and 
poet. How does the porosity between these fields structure 
your thoughts and your writing?
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I have often been asked what relationships can be established 
between research and creative writing, between the researcher 
and the poet. This attribute of relating different areas and 
voices of discourse pertains to subjects from all periods. In 
the so-called Western modernity, this attribute came to the 
public scene recognized as a mark of a time when the subject 
is forced to dissipate into multiple areas of interest. As a 
result, to act in a performative way, constructing and decon-
structing meanings, explicits both our creative potential and 
our attempt to overcome the anguish of fragmentation. This 
dilemma, tensioned by an audience increasingly interested in 
knowing what is behind a work, characterizes us as subjects 
that are displaced even in that which we create. We are the 
origin and loss of origin of what we do; we become self-ref-
erential and, at the same time, called to action in the most 
forceful social struggles. Hence the porosity that installs 
itself as a cultural mode (because it is constructed) of our 
relations to the various fields of knowledge. Resulting from 
this are hybrid forms of thought, in process, porous and averse 
to watertight categorizations. It is in this scenario that 
I am willing to write. However, I depend on the circulation 
of everything I’ve written so that the public can apprehend 
this dislocation between genres and themes, with multiple and 
tensioned views.

When I speak of structures I think of a root, an organic 
structure that expands into solid and multiple branches, in 
constant contact and contagion with a complex environment 
(somewhat different from the Cartesian logic).

I understand your description of this “organic structure that 
expands into branches’’. Glissant called it, not “root”, but 
“rhizome”. If the first is based on an axis, the second is the 
result of a series of branches that relate to each other and 
to the ecosystem in a continuous process of expansion. Gains 
and losses are part of this process, allowing it, in terms 
of philosophical expression, to express itself as a radical 
thought of foundation-destruction of the world, of criticism 
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and self-criticism, of isolation and dialogue. This rhizom-
atic view is at the base of my writings. It can be seen in 
poems such as “Instrução do homem pela poesia em seu rigoroso 
trabalho” [Man’s Instruction through Poetry in his Rigorous 
Work] or in an essay such as Entre Orfe(x)u e Exunouveau 
[Between Orfe(x)u and Exunouveau].

5
[5] CANÍCULA
Lá fora é um jogo de montar, penso, desde que deixei de acred-
itar na realidade. Refazê-la é um modo de expor o olho do 
armador e também a condição para que meus pares, defendidos 
do risco das grandes lutas, me dirijam seus elogios. A certa 
hora, quem separou o fio da navalha hesita em erguer pontes: 
amenizam o exílio, mas através delas os violentos atingem 
nossa consciência. O que me dizem, meus semelhantes? empen-
hados em secar o oceano. (...) p.361

Like a sort of immaterial archeology, language reveals the 
layers of time, encounters between peoples, amalgamations 
between different languages. Is the Atlantic Ocean a fluid 
territory from which this immaterial archeology can be recon-
structed? How can one remake reality?

Very beautiful and appropriate this expression you used, “immate-
rial archeology”, Marina. Thank you for this gift. The oceans, the 
swamps, the fields are fluid territories. People lived and live in 
them concretely. At the same time, there are nuances of life and 
history that pervade these territories; to apprehend them, it is 
necessary to develop non-palpable instruments: immaterial shov-
els, spatulas and tweezers that help us see what subsists in the 
material world in which we live. It is through language, I believe, 
that we forge these instruments. The poem “Dog Days”, which you 
quote, begins precisely from this perception. While developing 
it, the poetic voice is not concerned with saying what reality is, 
but with pointing out what choices we make while faced with the 
simultaneous realities that permeate our body and thought.
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Somehow, a map is drawn of places, people, authors, and also 
of stories, violence, and bodies that were marked by all these 
instances.[6] “Rastreio para não trair a palavra do meu tempo.” 
(O Bicho, p.99)

A trail of traces written by poetry, between devotion and 
devouring, language sustains this abstract place that unites 
us. “Mas o texto captura é o rastro / de carros indo, sem os 
bois. / A poesia comparece / para nomear o mundo” (in “Santo 
Antônio dos Crioulos”).

This “trail of traces” that crosses the map questioning its 
rationality and that drifts to another “abstract place”, I 
think, is an attempt to understand our experience beyond the 
pre-established codes. Codes are important because they help 
us illuminate senses in the dark. However, it is restrictive 
for us to spend our lives immersed in this luminosity. It is 
also necessary to see the dark, to be inside it. “Naming the 
world”, from this perspective, is not being stuck with what 
has been revealed, but being attentive to what is hidden 
beneath it, in constant risk of devouring what we know. Text 
and writing are not fixed lines that capture the given real-
ity, they are broken lines that try to draw a world and mend 
themselves, simultaneously. Because of this, the world they 
unveil is unfinished, the result of the cracks they carry 
within themselves. Because of this, we will also be challenged 
to fill – successfully or not – the gaps in our thinking, in 
our ways of relating to others.
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The Volcano is the Vigil Julia de Souza
Manuela Ribadeneira, detail from the serie Volcanoes, 2018
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Yet this is the watch by night. Let us all accept new strength, and 
real tenderness.
And at dawn, armed with glowing patience, we will enter the cities 
of glory.
Arthur Rimbaud

It was a detour from the path. In fact, there was no path, only a dislo-
cation that swayed between the hurry to take in the landscape and the 
desire to stay.

But it was still a detour, this thing about seeing the volcano. The 
Sicilian railway, which has almost no bifurcations, made me go back to 
Syracuse, where I’d already been, in order to reach Catania, from where 
you can get to the volcano. It was summer, and it was the year 2018.

*

I found a tour that would take me to it. We left Catania early in the 
morning in a small white van that, with brief stops, rounded the moun-
tain to the base of the Etna. It was drizzling and the dense fog, which 
betrayed the weather prediction, left me in a bad mood: at the time I 
thought I wanted to see everything a volcano had to offer. At the time 
I didn’t imagine that you only really see what you lose.

*

Halfway up we parked at a lookout, where you couldn’t make anything out 
except for a bare, black tree in the foreground. Everything was grey, 
black or almost white, with the exception of our windbreaker jackets, 
the always festive colors of the windbreaker jackets.

I photographed the tree, and then a fox appeared, a small, cold, soaked 
fox, at our feet. Cold, soaked and hungry. I had never seen a fox so 
close up; and she really wanted to be close, maybe she felt the promise 
of shelter from the windbreakers, maybe she wanted to be petted—by us 
tourists, who thought of foxes always for their prey.

*
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We arrived at the base of the volcano, where the cars are abandoned so 
it can finally be said: I walked on a volcano with my own feet.

There were two old people in the group, a couple of Germans, I think 
they were Germans, very German and very slow and friendly. I wanted to 
get to the top soon, but I also wanted to hug them, tell them how much 
I love old people, all sorts of old people. I’ve liked old people more 
and more and I always forget that old people could have been, can be, 
bad people. The volcano does not distinguish old people from young 
people, except for how much time it would take for each one to run from 
the lava rivers in an eventual eruption. Can it be said that an eruption 
is an eventuality?

*

It’s hard to tell this story, the story of when I was at the volcano. It 
would be easier to say that it all seemed like a dream, and in fact it 
did. A dream, a dream without a story, but with atmosphere.

I don’t know if I actually was at the volcano, if it’s possible to be 
at a volcano, if a volcano offers adherence or ground.

Mirrored, the word Etna is: ante —“in the presence of”.

*

I took many photographs of the volcano—the earth black and surprisingly 
wet, the somewhat grassy plants that grow in that same earth, ignoring 
the latency of devastation. I think the fog made the photographs more 
beautiful, softened and lent mystery to the various levels of the moun-
tain and imposed itself on the outlines of men. If there is no outline, 
neither is there devastation, says Etna. You are at my feet.

But the volcano rejects disciples; its challenge is more delicate 
than that of the sea: the sea casts out, thunders, taxes, but it also 
takes us somewhere. The volcano does not.

*

The volcano is an anti-archaeology. It doesn’t wait for us, it’s we who 
wait for it as it breathes, exhaling its slow breath and telling us it’s 
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still early, it’s still early to expel our center. It doesn’t say “no”—it 
says not yet.

*

The word “lava” derives from the Latin “labes”: 1. fall, cave-in, collapse; 
terrae labes, landslide; 2. weakening of the soil; 3. ruin, destruction, 
misfortune; mali labes: misfortunes; 4. scourge, calamity, disease, pest.

*

I learned that the lava mounds that solidify before hitting the ground 
and are left like lead-colored rocks in the path of the river of viscous 
fire are called volcanic bombs.

*

Nothing collapsed while I was in the presence of the volcano. Every-
thing was, on the contrary, quite static, even the fog was dense enough 
not to suggest advances or retreats. But the volcano’s Cyclops’ eye is 
always open, its optic nerve shrewd like an old man with tensed muscles: 
it doesn’t slumber.

*

The Greeks would say that Aeolus confined the Winds to the caves in the 
heart of Etna. The god of Winds, as it turns out, saw the power of contain-
ment a volcano possesses. Only the volcano is capable of delaying the Winds.

*

A volcano is the opposite of a museum. A house, not so much.
The museum wants to enter into an agreement with time: to join it 

in its advances, coincidences, setbacks and even lapses. The museum 
proposes every pebble, every funerary urn, every paunchy Venus, every 
mummified child as a feat.

A house cannot temper the weather; it is dragged along with it. Time 
invades the house without ceremony, without paying admission.
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A house is purely a symptom.
And the volcano—so strange to the house, but just as concave; the 

volcano—so elusive to the museum. The volcano possesses time, and so it 
lives by default. The volcano is the vigil.

*

As a child, at night, I would look up at the dark ceiling and feel 
terrified: an atomic bomb could fall on our heads at any moment.

*

I once wrote a poem about a blizzard that fell over the Sahara. So went 
the first two stanzas:

It snowed in the Sahara
after 37 years;
in the photograph it’s beautiful to see the contrast
caramel under white
forming grooves and rivers of milk.

I imagine that the snow
fell during the night
when the hemispheres meet
when things dispense
any understanding.

*

As we lose air the volcano breathes, inhales and exhales and spits out 
without bruising. The volcano suggests to us, gape mouthed, that some-
thing grows, and it breathes because it grows, and grows because it 
spits, and spits because it wants to breathe.

*

On February 16th of this year, while we were still sleeping during the 
plague, Etna erupted.
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Letter for the readers Paloma Durante
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The first Brazilian postal service, founded in 1673, was called “Correio-
mor das carta do mar” [Greater postal service for letters from the 
sea]. The letters were, at first, basically tax notes, descriptions and 
territorial conquest strategies. Then one day, someone decided to write 
about themselves, about loves-me-loves-me-not, about life on the other 
bank. What interests the sea the most when, during a storm, words are 
swallowed: the narrative of a successful (or unsuccessful) siege, or 
the stories of a fellow who misses home? Did the fish learn, from those 
letters that went under, a little about us? This is one of the justifi-
cations given when reading the letters of which we are not the direct 
recipients: to learn about the time-happening with those who experienced 
it, not treated as public discourse but through the folds of a writing 
that is born of intimacy and that seeks, above all, to weave a space of 
meeting with those who read it.

It’s 2021, and correspondence still sets sail, although now it’s released 
into immaterial oceans. This which we call a letter could also be a weird 
kind of compass rose – since its notes are not guidelines, but invitations 
to drift in new directions.

Reading note 1
Édouard Glissant is a thinker, writer and essayist of Martinique origin, 
and his production is focused on critical studies of colonial processes, 
specifically their consequences on societies and cultures – both of the 
colonized and of the colonizer. One of his main ideas is the deconstruction 
of fixed and unitary identities, in order to think about identity processes 
that take place in “relation”, in processes of interdependence that believe 
in and value difference, not giving in to the resulting homogenization 
of globalization. It is no wonder that, directly and indirectly, he will 
be quoted in many of the correspondences. Among his works, I highlight 
“Poétique de la relation” [Poetics of Relation] and “Introduction à une 
poétique du divers” [Introduction to a Poetics of Diversity];

Reading note 2
Digo: o real não está no início nem no fim, ele se mostra pra gente é 
no meio da travessia [I mean, the truth is not in the setting out nor 
in the arriving: it comes to us in the middle of the journey.] is another 
excerpt from “The Devil to Pay in the Backlands”, by Guimarães Rosa, 
which could be among the correspondences;
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Reading note 3
69 Salas H&V [69 Rooms H&V] is a text and performance developed by Grupo 
MEXA as part of the residency process held at Casa do Povo in 2016. 
Presented as a “promise of work”, the group developed, over 3 months, 
a series of meetings and laboratories to discuss issues about margin-
ality, beginning with the stories of the group members. The texts, as 
well as the performance records, are available on the group’s website 
[Portuguese only];
https://www.grupomexa.com.br/

Reading note 4
Alokaaa is a slang that has it origins in the Queer brazilian commu-
nity. In a rough translation, it is when someone acts like a “crazy” in 
some situation.

Reading note 5
Fig 1. “about this habit of pretending to be-something-else-other-than-me 
when we are children: isn’t it in this “pretending” to be the other that 
we, in the end, end up discovering ourselves?”

Fig 2.
“I was really happy for him”
“I’m reading the letter”
“this is really beautiful:”
“When reading about the collective, I came across the following descrip-
tion “MEXA is a collective, but we never know exactly who will be in 
it”. And then you explain the reasons for this fluidity. Afterwards, it 
is said that being an artist or not has to do with the configurations 
of each encounter. That you flow between art and politics, and that the 
group’s creations do not fit into precise categories. That they inhabit 
places of speech and concept failures that seek to frame bodies and 
aesthetics. An album made up of forgotten audios from lost/stolen cell 
phones, messages exchanged with people who disappeared, notes found in 
the trash; the fanfic of a life that in itself is an invention; “Bodies 
sweating from the effort of meeting in a non-place”. A musical on the 
bus. Confused voices vibrating in unison. Someone who is reborn.”;
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Reading note 6
Cracolândia [Crack ś Land] is a common denomination to a central region 
in São Paulo with a considerable quantity of people in social vulner-
ability, caused principally for the big incidence of drug dealers and 
people chemically dependent in this area, its massive gentrification 
process and political electoral interests.

Reading note 7
They say that, at midnight, the São Francisco river falls asleep. It lasts 
for a few minutes, but in this period of suspension, everything in it rests: 
the waterfalls stop, their flow ceases, the fish rest at its bottom. A good, 
knowing boatman, if in the river at this time, should throw a small piece 
of wood into the water to see if it stands still; if it doesn’t move, one 
must wait before continuing to navigate. All so as not to wake up the river. 
It is also in this moment of stillness of waters that those who drowned in 
the San Francisco emerge to head towards the stars;

Reading note 8
The Movimento HO [HO Movement] is a work presented by Eleonora Fabião at 
the Hélio Oiticica Municipal Art Center (RJ), in 2016, curated by Tania 
Rivera and Izabela Pucu. It proposed to develop the following program:

To occupy the 4 galleries on the ground floor of the Hélio Oiticica Municipal 
Art Center with 4,700 bricks, 3 books and 7 people for 7 days in a row. To 
turn off the electricity in the galleries, turn off the air conditioning and 
lights, open windows and doors and paint one of the walls 100% yellow. From 
Monday to Sunday create and undo compositions, to form and deform spaces, 
to move and be moved. Accept help from anyone who wants to help. Build, 
keep building, keep learning to build. In the middle of the week, open a 
conversation circle. And, on the last day, transport the bricks and books 
to the Casa das Mulheres da Maré [Womeń s House at Maré], a project of the 
NGO Redes no Complexo da Maré. The bricks will become the fourth and last 
floor of the House and the books will be part of the library;

Reading note 9
Holding a poster with the words: I will have a conversation about any 
subject, Eleonora Fabião invites passersby to sit next to her so that 
they can start a conversation;
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Reading note 10
Organized by Izabela Pucu, Glaucia Villas Bôas and Quito Pedrosa, Rió s 
Arte Museum (MAR) launched, in 2019, as a result of a cycle of classes 
on the work of Mario Pedrosa developed by the museum, the e-book “Mário 
Pedrosa Atual” [Current Mário Pedrosa]. The publication has 14 articles 
by different researchers and professors about the critic’s work, and is 
available for download [Portuguese only];
In – http://museudeartedorio.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/mario-pe-
drosa-atual.pdf

Reading note 11
Regarding how capital educates the stomach and access to certain types 
of fruit, commented on in one of the correspondences, researcher Adolfo 
Albán Achinte puts it as follows: “In any case, eating is not in itself 
an entirely innocent act, that is, deprived of social relations and 
commensalities. In this sense, coloniality, in all its forms (of power, 
epistemic, of being), is present as a device for both enunciation and 
food classification. If our history is marked by a social taxonomy, in 
which the conquest/colonization process hierarchized human groups by 
skin color, it is also possible to say that the same happened in gastro-
nomic representation, since the import of products from Europe tried to, 
at all costs, reproduce tastes, practices and flavors, to the detriment 
of New World foods and products [...] The need to maintain a sociocul-
tural hegemony was equally reflected in the attempt to hegemonize food, 
by imposition or by translation of imported gastronomic codes, with the 
objective of replacing the existing ones [...]”;

Reading note 12
See – “Performance e teatro: poética e políticas da cena contemporânea” 
[Performance and theater: poetics and politics of the contemporary 
scene] in Sala Preta, n. 8 (2008); and “Programa performativo: o corpo em 
experiência” [Performative program: the body in experience] in Revista 
do Lume, n. 4 (2013), both written by Eleonora Fabião [Portuguese only];

Reading note 13
See – The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters, print from 1799, part of 
the Los Caprichos series, by Francisco de Goya.
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Reading note 14
The quote made by Manthia Diawara can be translated as follows: “The 
‘imaginaire’, on the contrary, flies in the face of the resolutions of 
dissolute or irresolute colonialism. It is the absolutely oppressed 
peoples who, ironically, more easily conceive, as much as possible, the 
necessary overcoming of sectarian particularisms.”

Reading note 15
It might be good, then, to try to rescue some of Lygia Clark’s lessons: 
the house is the body; there is care without contact; it is possible to 
exercise the sensitive as a shared expansion of duration and presence.

Reading note 16
“[...] maybe time will teach
that we are inhabitants
of a strange district
where no one wants
to say
not my country”
Fragments from “Strange district”, in Geografías, by Mario Benedetti;

Reading note 17
Alternative introduction to the correspondence between Marina Camargo 
and Edimilson de Almeida Pereira:

Read Poesia+ it was like win a rare and precious gift. A poetic anthology 
that embraces decades of Edimilsoń s work, being just a part of his 
production. I had the opportunity to talk with Edimilson and discreetly 
celebrate his work. It is a privilege to be a contemporary of great 
authors/artists and have the opportunity to become the admiration in 
alive dialogue. The conversation with Edimilson de Almeida Pereira 
happened by e-mail, between May and June of 2021.

-
The conversation with Marina started in the emails and instagraḿ s clouds. 
A fluid conversation that touched some of the subjects of our common 
interests. Mariná s maps, in movement or in dissolution, made me think 
about the hard situation imposed by the colonial heritage and reiterated, 
recently, in the immigrants drama who are prevented from entering in 
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safest territories. Maps, like words, are thinking tracks on geographic 
areas so much bigger than the borderlines itself. I guess it was about 
this beyond-borderline utopia that we’ve talked about. This dialogue was 
a cause of joy for me. I learned a lot with Marina and her dream of a 
huge land to everybody.

Reading note 18
Songlines are a way of territorial demarcation used by several Austra-
lian first nations, in which the organization of space takes place 
through narratives told in cycles of music and dance, performed in places 
that are symbolic for the cosmogony of these nations. This sequence of 
actions ends up drawing a kind of trail in the landscape, allowing a 
person who knows the rites well to cross the country guided by these 
maps woven by song.

Songlines is also a work by artist Marina Camargo, in which she 
transforms the drawing of political borders between some countries into 
musical score, redrawing the world map through sound pieces.

Reading note 19
Here you can find a free translation of Edimilsoń s poems quoted in the 
letters

[1]”ESTEBAN MONTEJO And of my risks, which they order / saying they are 
my mirror? Trap island word, the never knowing / if the writing is what 
is said. And yet iridescent literature flourishes. / That I myself, by 
forgetting so much, perhaps, have inscribed.”

[2] “Impossible to sleep / as if the world weren’t gestating / the sepa-
ration of the rainbow”

[3] THE COUNTRY / there is a country / but they tear it apart / and things 
threaten / to vanish / the coal / can’t smile / as rotten / insects / 
the country is a scared / search gesture / that I search for.

[4] A MAN GOES WITHOUT A LEG / like a ship that, with open holds, / sways. 
/ This is your grammar. / From wanting to wanting, history accumulates. 
/ They go because there are those who wait for them. / Anchors.
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[5] DOG DAYS / It’s an assembling game out there, I think, since I stopped 
believing in / reality. Remaking it is a way to expose the riggers’ eye 
and also the / condition for my peers, shielded from the risk of big 
fights, to offer me / their praise. At a certain time, those who walked 
the razor’s edge hesitate / to build bridges: they assuage exile, but 
through them, the violent / reach our conscience. What say you, my fellow 
men? / committed to drying out the ocean (...)

[6] I track so as not to betray the word of my time.

[7] But the text captures the trail / of carts moving, without the oxen. 
/ Poetry appears / to name the world.

Reading note 20
“[...] Our time is specialized in creating absences: of the meaning of 
living in society, of the very meaning of the experience of life [...] 
the type of zombie humanity that we are being called to integrate does 
not tolerate so much pleasure, so much enjoyment of life. So they preach 
the end of the world as the possibility of making us give up on our own 
dreams. And my provocation about postponing the end of the world is 
precisely always being able to tell one more story. If we can do this, 
we will be postponing the end. It is important to live the experience 
of our own circulation in the world, not as a metaphor, but as friction, 
to be able to count on each other [...]”, wrote Ailton Krenak in his ideas 
to postpone the end of the world.

Composing the present – a leak in continuous movement – is this place 
of effort and attention to life itself.
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